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A National Economy Sector Model Linking Korean
 
Agriculture and Nonagriulture 

INTRODUCTION
 

In KASS Working Paper 74-31 1 presented preliminary
 

ideas for a model of Korea's national economy which would
 

interact with the Korean Agricultural Simulation Model,
 

KASM. The present paper describes the model which has
 

evolved from those preliminary ideas and which is currently
 

being parameterized and computerized.
 

The next section describes in broad terms the National
 

Economy Model (NECON) and its role as a component of KASM.
 

Succeeding sections detail the assumptions and equations
 

of NECON, links with KASM, data needs (including a pre

sentation of data collected to date), and tasks remaining
 

in order to incorporate NECON within KASM.
 

OVERVIEW OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY MODEL
 

The aggregated national economy model (NECON) is
 

designed to operate as a part of the detailed agricultural
 

sector model (KASM) to project endogenously the important
 

interactions between the agricultural and nonagricultural
 

sectors of the Korean economy. These interactions include:
 

a)' 	 agriculture's demands for investment goods and pro
duction inputs -- e.g., machinery, tools, construction,
 
chemical fertilizers, pesticides, etc.;
 

b) 	 farm-household demands for consumer goods -- e.g.,.
 
household appliances, clothing, drugs and cosmetics,
 
radios, health services, etc.;
 



ci agricultural input prices l . 

d) non-farm household demands for food commodities; and 

e) nonagricultural labor requirements. 

These linkages are discussed in detail in the mathematical
 

description of NECON (next section).
 

NECON disaggregates the economy into 16 sectors. The
 

behavior of the first sector, agriculture, is an aggregation
 

of the behavior of the agricultural sector as projected in
 

detail by KASM. Interaction between agriculture and the
 

15 nonagricultural sectors takes place through the input

output model in the production component. Table 1 relates
 

NECON's 16 sectors to the Bank of Korea's 56-sector
 

classification
.2 and to aggregations frequently made by
 

the Economic Planning Board (except that the trade sector
 

is not usually considered social overhead capital).
 

This 16-sector classification emphasizes the major
 

agricultural intermediate input and investment goods
 

industries: chemical fertilizers, machinery, fuels and
 

construction. Pesticides are included in the "other
 

chemicals" sector. Currently, KASM does not interact
 

However, this
significantly with the construction sector. 

interaction will become much more important when J. H. Lee's 

yield and input demand model
3 -- which includes such 

large-scale public investment projects as irrigation,
 

a
drainage and land consolidation -- is incorporated as 


component of KASM.
 



TAB~ 1 
Korean Sectoral clazzifications 

Econc ic Planxing Board Korean Agricultural Sector Study Bank of Korea
 
Aggregations 16 Sectors i secors
 

1. Agriculture 	 1. Agriculture 1. Agriculture AG 1. race, barley and wheat (polished) 
2. 	Vegetables, fruits and other grains 
3. 	 Industrial crops 
4. 	 Livestock breeding and sericulture6. Fisher 7 products 

-- _2. Forestry FOR 5. Forestry products
2. M-ning 	 2. Mining 3. mining M N 7. Coal 

8. Metallic ores 
_9. Non-metallic minerals

3. Manufactur.. 	 3. Heavy and 4.. Chemical fertilizers CHP 26. Chemical. fertilizers
ing 	 chemical 5. Others chemicals OCM 24. Inorganic chemicals
 

manufacturing 25. Organic chemicals
 
27. Drugs and cosmetics 
28. Other chemical product.
 

6. Machinery 	 MA 37. Non-electrical machinery
 
38. Electrical machinery

39. Transportation eouirment " 7. 	 Fuels Uj 29. Petroleum refining and related products. 
30. Coal products


8. Other heavy manufacturing OHM 20. Lamber and plywood 
21. Wood products and furniture
 
22. Paper ar-L paper products
 
31. Rubber products

32. Non-metallic 	mineral products
33. Iron and steel 
34. Primary iron and steel products
35. Non-ferrous metal ingot and prmr produc
 
36 Fabricated metal products
 

A. 	 Light 9. Food processing FP. . Slaughtering, dairy products and fruits processing
manufacturing 11. Canning and processing of sea foods 

12. Grain polishing and millin 
13. Other food preparations
 
24. Beverages

15. Tobacco 

I1. Textiles TX 16. Fibre spinning 
17. Textile fabrics 

.,18. 	 Apparel and fabricated textile products

11. Other light manufacturing OI/ 19. Letther and leather products 

23. Printing and 	publishing
 
40. Measuring, medical and optical instruments 
Ll. Miscellaneousnanufacturni

4. SOD a 	 5. Social 12. Trade TlD 50. Wholesale and retail trade 
services 	 overhead 13. Transportation and storage TS 49- Transportation and warehousing


capital 14. Construction CON 42. New buildings and maintenanc.e
 
43. Public utilities and other construction
 

15. Utilities 	 UT 44. Electric utilities 
45. Water services
 
48. Comunications

6. 	Services 16. Other services OS 46. Financing and insurance
 
47. Real estate
 
51. Government services
 
52. Social services
 
53. Other services
 
54. Office supplies
 
55. Business consumption
 

... .. _ _ _1 56. Lhclassifiable 



On the output side, agricultural product industries
 

are aggregated into food processing and textiles.
 

NECON is composed of seven components which interact
 

with each other and with KASH as indicated in Figure 1.
 
'
 ,
Detailed descriptions of KASM appear elsewhere

4
 

so they will not be repeated here. The seven NECON
 

components are:
 

1, Foreign trade and public demand, which projects
 
a. world price indices
 
b. export demands
 
c. consumption, investment and intermediate
 

import coefficients based on import substitution
 
policies
 

d. public consumption and investment
 

2. Consumption, which projects
 
a. private-consumption demand
 
b. total consumption demand
 
c. domestic consumption
 
d. consumption imports
 

3. Investment, which projects
 
a. private net investment
 
b. gross investment
 
c. domestic investment goods demand
 
d. investment goods imports
 

4. Production, which projects
 
a. domestic output
 
b. production imports
 
c. unit value added
 

5. Labor, which projects
 
a. labor requirements
 
b. wages paid
 

i!6. Price, which projects
 
a. commodity producer price indices
 
b. commodity market price indices
 

7. Accounting, which projects
 
a. aggregate price indices
 
b. unit profits and variable costs
 
c. changes in capacity utilization
 
d. income -- farm, non-farm; nominal, reals total,
 

disposable; aggregate, per capita
 



-National
 , Production Accounting accounts 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- a n d o t h e.0 results r 

T U1 

ForeignandTrade
 
Skblic Dem n d/.tq-


KEY 

Variables determined Variables determined One-period and/or 
 Boundaries,
by policy or assumption by NECON distributed time lags of NECC. 

Figure 1
 

THE KOREAN NATIONAL ECONOMY MODEL (NECON): 
Internal Interacti ons and Interactions
 

With the Agricultural Sector Model (KASK)
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e. 	trade balance
 
f. 	national accounts -- ,value added,.gross domestic
 

product, profits,'wages, capital consumption
 
allowance.,
 

The model, comprised of the above seven c,mponents,
 
is driven by agricultural input demands,. food demands,
 

export demand projections, world price projections and such
 

policies as public consumption, public investment and taxes.
 

The next section describes each of these components in detail,
 

presenting assumptions and equations and interactions with
 

one another and with KASM.
 

-THE NATIONAL ECONOMY MODEL IN DETAIL
 

After each component of the national economy model
 

(NECON) has been described, links with variables of the
 

agricultural sector simulation model (KASM) will be
 

specified. The next section will then detail NECON's data
 

requirements.
 

Foreign Trade and Public Demand (FTPD)
 

The FTPD component computes import coefficients for
 

consumer goods, investment goods and intermediate inputs
 

to production based on policy-determined import substitution
 

coefficients. In addition, export demand and world price
 

indices are projected, as are policy-specified public
 

consumption demand and public investment (Figure 2).
 

Import substitution coefficients for consumer goods,
 

ISC, are projected as in Figure 3 by Equation (1), where
 

ISCF and ISCR are policy parameters. Similar equations
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KASM
 

* Agric. exports
 
* Agric. public 

consumption 
. Agric. public 

investment
 
Agric. world prices
 

Foreign Trade
 

and
 
Public Demand
 

. Public consumption / Public investment 

. Import substi-/. Import substitution
 
tution 
 . World price indices 

. World price 
indices 

ConsumptIon Investment
 

World price
 
. Export demand indices . Export demand
 
. Import substi 
 . World price indices 

tution 
. World price 

indices 

,,, Price]... 

=Production] Ac counting 

Figure 2 

Inputs and Outputs of the Foreign Trade 
and Public Demand Component 



i~~~~i i i J III
 

ISCRj larger. 

Figure 3
 

* Projection of Import Substitution 
Coefficients for Con3umer Goods 



project 4ripor;_ stis fnfiesment
tution, coeffioients1 ifor 


goods (ISI) and intermediate inputs (ISP).
 

iCR t
(1). ISCi(t). ISC ( SCF ) 


ISC, then, is the proportion of the 1970 level of competi

tive imports which have not been replaced by domestic
 

production.
 

Import coefficients are computed by Equations (2)-(4)
 

as non-competitive import coefficients plus competitive
 

import coefficients after accounting for import substitu

"tion. The subscripts i and j = 1, 2, ... ,' 16. 

(2) PMC 4(t)= PMCNii + ISPi (t)(PMCTij-PMCNi1 ) 

,IM,(t im ISSIi(t)ic), (IMCT i" 

(4) CMC (t) = CMCNi + ISCi(t)(CMCTi-CMCNi) 

where
 

'PMC-4 = intermediate input import coefficient 
-' (except for j=l -- see Equation (113)) 

-- won imports of commodity i per unit 
won output of commodity j 

IMCi, CMC. = investment and consumer goods import
 
Soefficients, respectively (except for
 
i=l -- see Equation (25)) -- won imports
 
of commodity i per unit won demand for
 
commodity i
 

PMCT, IMCT, CMCT = total import coefficients in,
 
1970
 

PMCN, IMCN, CMCN = non-competitive',import coefficients
 
in 1970
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ISPISI, ISC - import substitutioncoeffhients 
(Equation (1)). 

World price indices, export demands, public consumption 

and public investment are not computed by NECON but are 

projected by "arbitrary" assumption using the table look-up 

function TABEL. The projections are "arbitrary" because 

they are determined outside the model, either by independent 

analysis of future export markets, for instance, or truly 

arbitrarily by assuming anything the analyst wants. 

Essentially, exports are assumed to be known at certain points 

in time,and TABEL linearly interpolates between those times. 

For equally spaced time points, VXDi is the vector of 

assumed exports at those points, SXD is the first time point, 

DXD is the common difference between time points, and KXD' 

is the number of points. 

Equations (5)-(8) compute world price indices, exports, 

public investment and public consumption for nonagricultural 

sectors, where values ,for,agriculture (including processed 

food,.sector 9) come from KASM. Values are at constant 

market prices; the production component converts to 

producer prices for the final demand vector. 

(5 WD ()*{TABEL(VPWLDiSPWLDDPWLD,KPWLDt)'for i~l-,9
 

(APWLD(t) for i=1,9
 

(TABEL(VXDi SXD,DXDKXD,t for i#1 9 , 

(6). XDOMt) -AXU(t)/PWLD (t) for i=l 

~AXP(t)/PWLD9(M for i=9 



'TABEL(VCDPijSCDP DCDP KCDPt) for,iyl, 9 1
 

AGCDPU(t) for i-i
 
(7) 	CDPM i (t) =AGCDPP(t) for i=9
 

0 for i=12
 

-TABEL(VIVPUi ,SIVPUIDIVPUKIVPU~t) for i~l
 
(8) IVPUi(t) = 	 AGIVPU(t) for i=l 

where 

PWLD = world price index 

APWLD aggregate world price index for agricultural 
commodities (Equation (100)) 

XDM export demand at world prices -- constant 
won/year* 

AXU,, AXP =. unprocessed and processed agricultural 
exports at world prices, respectively 
(Equation (102)) -- current won/year 

CDPM = public consumption demand at market prices 
-- constant won/year 

AGCDPU, AGCDPP = public consumption of unprocessed 
and processed agricultural commodities at 
market prices, respectively (Equation (103)) 
-- constant won/year 

IVPU = public investment -- constant won/year 

AGIVPU = public investment in agriculture (Equation 
(104)) -- constant won/year.
 

Note that consumption of trade services (i=12) at market
 

prices is 0, since consumption of other commodities at
 

market prices includes the trade margin.
 

Consumption
 

The consumption component computes private per capita
 

and total demand for domestic and imported consumer goods
 

* 	 "Constant won" means at 1970 prices, while "current won, 
means at time t prices. 



'LZ 

required by the production',om6r6t and for national
 

accounting (Figure 4).
 

The food consumption component of KASM projects farm
 

:and non-farm demand for 19 agricultural commodities and
 

one aggregate nonagricultural Commodity. In order to
 

maintain consistency under sequential (rather than
 

simultaneous) solution of the two consumption components
 

(KASM's and NECON's), we assume all interaction between
 

food and non-food demand (i.e., via cross elasticities)
 

takes place in the food demand model of KASM. In this
 

consumption component, then, the aggregate non-food
 

consumption expenditure computedin KASM is disaggregated
 

,among 	the 14 non-food sectors.
 

Adopting the same consumption function formulation as
 

in KAS4, we begin with the elasticity concept:
 

(9), dC = pdP + rx dX
 

Zc. P 7
 

which, in difference equation form for simulation, becomes
 

(10) 	C(t)-C(t-DT) =p P(t)-P(t-DT) x X(t)-X(t-DT)
 
C(t-DT) P(t-DT) + - X(t-DT)
 

where DT is the simulation time increment, the integration
 

step size. Upon rearranging terms, considering n-cpmodi

;ties and introducing the total expenditure constraint, .we
 

,have
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KASM 
Pri~ceI 

,Price 
" Food indices 

imports 
" Aggregate 

non-food 
consumption 

" Food consumption 
Population 

@i 

Consumption 

Foreign Trade 
and 

-Public Deman 

. Public
 
consumption
 

. Import
 
substitution
 

. World price indices
 

Domestic consumer . Consumer goods
 
goods demand demand 

. Consumer goods 
C imports 

Production - Accounting 

Figure 4 

Inputs and Outputs of the 
Consumption Component
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;. )11[(-Di 	 *'
for ii2..
 
...
 

Sc.(t) (

i =1 .
 

:Assuminqthe homogeneity conditions hold, i.e.
 

ei + eCij= 0 for'each i, (1) reduces to
 

(12) 	 Ci(t) ci(t T + x(t Dt) 

ii P (t-DT) . 

i ((t))C 

(12) is a system of n+l equations in n unknowns (the Ci).
 

Solution is obtained by introducing an additional unknown,
 

in effect assuming that adjustments in per capita consumption
 

to satisfy the total expenditure constraint occur in the
 

expenditure term of the consumption function in proportion

~X
 

to the expenditure elasticity ci. Preserving the homo

geneity condition, this may be accomplished by replacing 

total expenditure, X, in the consumption function by an 

"effective" expenditure.SeX., "We finally have 
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p p Wt)X(t)
(13) CS(t) Ci . +- (t-DT) 

'Cij (t) X(t) 

Because of the homogeneity conditionand because we
 

are dealing in consumption in value terms, (13) gives us
 

consumption at (t-DT) market prices. Multiplying by the
 

market price index ratio to convert to current prices and
 

using variable names actually used in the model, the
 

constrained consumption function is (subscript k indexes
 

consumer classes, in this case farm and non-farm)
 

MPC i (t) PCD 

(14) PCDMik(t) = MPCi(tDT) PCDMik (t-DT) 1 + 

J6 MPC (t) 
+EPijk MPC (t-DT) 

j=2
j4~9
 

EX SN k (t)APCDk (t) fo] #1 
EXik SNk (t-DT'AP for i$1,9 

PCDMik(t) - see Equations (105) and (106) for i-l and 9 

16
 

(15) i PCDMik(t) a APCDk(t) 
i=2
 
,#9.
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where 

PCDM = per capita consumption at market prices -

current won/person-year 

MPC = consumers' market price index, a weighted 
average of the domestic market price index 
and the world price index (Equation (59)) 

EP = matrix of own- and cross-price elasticities 

EX = vector of expenditure elasticities 

SN = expenditure constraint parameter (Equation(16)) 

APCD = total non-food expenditure (Equation (107)) -

current won/person-year.
 

Everything on the right-hand side of (14) is known
 

except SNk(t). Substituting (14) into (15), then, we can
 

solve for SNk (t) by
 

(16) SNk ct) 1 

K2
 

where
 

K= 	APCD't ) - 16 MPCi(t)T 
K1 ~t i=2 MPC (-T PCDM ' t-DT) 

i 9 

";16 MPC (t)
I EPijk MPC (t-DT) 

J=2J 9 
and 

X"2 
APCD (t) 

SNk(t-DT)APCDk(t-IT) 
16 
i EXikPCDMik(t-

MPC i (t) 
Ci ( t -DI-) 

i 9 

It is a simple matter, then, to substitute SN as computed in
 

(16) back into (14) to get PCDM.
 



/Asimplifioation of (16) is derived from the conditions
 

for consistency between KASM and NECON. To simplify the
 

notation in the'derivation, let's write (14) and (15) in
 

vector-matrix form:
 

(17) PCDMk(t) = MPCR(t)[AOk(t) + Alk(t)MPC(t) +
 

A2k(t)SNk(t)APCDk(t) l
 

(18) TPCD (t)= APCDk(t) 

where 

MPC (t)/MPCi (t-DT, for i=J 
MPCRiij t) f0 for ij# 

AOik(t) = PCDMik (t-DT) 

PCDMik (t-DT)
 
Alijk(t) = EPijk MPCj (t-DT)
 

PCDMik (t-DT)
 
A2ik(t) = ASNk(tDT)APCDk (t-DT)
EXik 


= a column vector of ones. 

Substituting (17) and the KASM equation for APCD into
 

(18), and recognizing that tTMPCR = MPC, where MPCR is
 

the row vector of price ratios, we get
 



(19 MC.(t) .AO,(t + .A k(t)MPC(t); k., APCDl-(t)3ktVtlS(t 

AMPCR(t) FAOk(t) + AlF(t).MP(t. + 

3AiNk (t)AMPCk(t) + A2Fk (t)SFk(t)Y }O(t) 

where
 

AMPCk (t)/AMPCk (t-DT), the non-food market
AMPCRk (t) 

price ratio
 

AOFk(t) PCDk( t - DT) 

a row vector,
EFikAPCDk(t-DT)/4PFi(t-DT),AlFik t) p 

where EPFi is the cross-price elasticity
 

of the aggregate non-food commodity for
 

the ith food commodity
 

MPFi(t) = market price of food commodity i -- won/MT 

AINk (t) AEP k (t) APCDk (t-DT)/AMPC k (t-DT) 

A2Fk(t) = EYNkAPCDk (t-DT)/SFk(t-DT)Yk t-DT), where 

EYN is the aggregate non-food income 

elasticity 

,.14PCm aggregate consumers' non-food market price 

index (Equation (121)) 

AEP aggregate non-food own-price elasticity.
 

(Equation (123))
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SFkI( ) i'ncome constraint parameter in the food demad 

model of!KASM 

fk(t) = per capita income 
-- current wor/person-vear 

k indexes consumer classes, i.e,, farm and non-farm. 

Assuming correspondences between the intercept terms
 
-":AO and AOF 
-- and the non-food price terms 
-- AlMP and 
AINAMPC -- implies that the expenditure term A2*SNAPCD
 

incorporates the income effect A2F*SFY and the food price
 

effect AIF*MPF. Thus, we have
 

(20) MPCR(t)AoI.(t) AMPCRk(t)AOFk (t)
= 

(21) NMPd(t)Alk(t)MPc(t) 
- AMPcRk(t)AlNk (t)AMPC (t)
 

(22) MPCR(t)A2,(t)SN (t)APCD(t) 
= AMPCRk(t) [AlFk(t)MPF(t) 

+ A2Fk (t)SFk (t)Yk(t)]
 

We will use (20) and 
(21) below (Equations (120)-(123)) to
 
compute AEP, AMPCR and AMPC for use by KASM. 
Here, solving
 

(22) 	for the scalar SN,
 
AMPCRk (t[AIFk (t)MPF(t)+A2Fj,(t)SF (t)Y (t)]
 

MPCR(t)A2k (t)APCDk(t)
 

APCDk (t)- AMPCR (t)[AOFk (t)+AINk(t)ACkOt)]
 

MPCR(t)A2k (t)APCDk (t)
 

K3
.5
2q
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!rAMPC(t) I 
AP3 k~t AMPk (t~ff)ACDk (t-6T)! 1V 

k
 

AEP (t) I t
 
'k (DT)
 

ahd K is as defined in Equation (16).
 

In its computerized form, the model is simplified by 

the assumption, following the 1970 input-output data, that 

PCDM CDM14 = 0 for all time. This says that chemical 

fertilizers are not consumed, and construction is considered
 

investment rather than consumption. In addition, PCDMl2
 k 0
 

for all time because the private consumption demand for trade
 

services is entirely made up of trade margins, which are
 

included in the market price. 
 In computing private
 

consumption demand at producer prices, however, trade and,'
 

transportation margins are-separated out and accounted to
 

those sectors. Consumption of domestically produced gopds
 

at producer prices is needed for the final demand vector
 

of the production component.
 

Total consumption at consumers' market prices,
 

consumption imports at import prices and domestic consumer
 

demand at producer prices are
 

2
 
(24) CDMi (t) I PCDMik(t).TPP(t),+ MPC (t)cj)PM1 (t)
 

knl
 



--

--

21.
 

I CMC Wt)CDM (t)PWLDp(t)/1hp(t),for i , 
(25) CMi(t) AM(t) 

CDM (t) 	for i=1,9
CDMM +CDM9 (t) 

CDMi (t) - CMi (t) 

P12 (t) 
 P1 3 (t) for i912,13 
1+TDMGC +(t)TPMGCP
 

16 	 P (t)1

I DCD (t)TDMGC P1 2 (t) for i=12 
(26) DCD1(tM ,=l DCP( 	 i M~J 12
 

16 p 1 3 (t) 

3 (t)-CM13 (t)+ I DDj (t)TPMGCj P M 
j 13 

for i=13 

where
 
CDM = consumption demand at consumers' market prices
 

-- current won/year
 

TPOP = 	population (Equation (108)) -- persons
 

CDPM = 	 public consumption demand at consumers'
 
market prices (Equation (7)) -- constant
 
won/year
 

CM = 	consumption imports at import prices 


current 	won/year
 

CMC = consumer goods import coefficients (Equation (4))
 

MPC = consumers' market price index (Equation (59))
 

PWLD 	 world price index (Equation (5))
 

AM = 	 agricultural imports (Equation (109)) 

current won/year
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DCDI = domestic consumption demand at producer
prices -- current won/year
 

TDMGC, TPMGC = consumer goods trade and transporta
tion margir6, respectively, at constant
 
producer prices -- constant won of margin/
 
constant won of consumption
 

= producer price index (Equation (57)). 

Equation (26) assumes, again following the 1970 input

output data, that the trade and transportation margins for
 

the transportation sector (i=13) are zero, i.e., 
trans

portation consumption at market prices is the same as 
at
 

producer prices. Note that 
(25) first deflates CDM to
 

constant prices (CDMi/MPCi), determines imports at constant
 

world prices (CMCiCDMi/MPCi), and finally inflates to
 

current world prices with PWLD. In (26), then, (CDMi
 

CMi ) represents domestic consumption at domestic market
 

prices.
 

Investment
 

The investment component computes net and gross invest

ment, demands for investment goods and investment goods
 

imports as requred by the production component and for
 

naticnal accountiirg (Figure 5).
 

First, the proportional rate of change of private
 

net investment in nonagricultural sectors is postulated to
 

be a function of the proportional rates of change of profits
 

per unit output and capacity utilization:
 



•M ii.: KA: l Price 

. Agricultura il

•1
investmett 


inddices
god iprportk\ + -,
entnvestment
 
+ + + // 


SAcindies
 

mnt goodeinvetmen
 
..."
. . .. 


S 
Investment 

L t 
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(2 7) PEI

• .dt. +.... Ui(1-IUt) t )
i, ; ,Ud (t 

+CEI ,
 
....i 'gi te ii tpr
 

Rewriting (27) exponent.ally lagging the unit profits and
 

capacity utilization ,terms, and using Euler integration
 

for simulation,
 

rAGIVPR(t) for ii
 .
(28) TVPR (t)-.. 

IVPRi (tDT) [l+DT (PEI DPPULi (t-DT)14+CEIiPDCUL t-07T I for i#1 

...
where 

IVPR 'm private net investment -- constant won/year 

AGIVPR = private net investment in agriculture 
'(Equation (li0)) -- constant won/year 

"bPPUL = proportional rate of change of profits per
unit output, exponentially averaged 
(Equation (67)) -- proportion/year 

'PEI = profitability elasticity of investment 

PDCUL = proportional rate of change of capacity 
atilization, exponentially averaged 
(Equation (94)) -- proportion/year 

-CEI capacity utilization ;asticity of investment.. 

Essentially, (27) and (28) postulate that changes in
 

private net investment are driven by changes in profits
 

per unit output and by changes in capacity utilization
 

(measured indirectly as discussed below in the accounting
 



.component),. Modeling thusly the causal basofi net
 

inveurmenz is an atempt toavold'many of the problems
 

associated with modeling current investment (per Usual
 

practice7 '8) as a function of future changes in output,
 

i.e., what investment must be at time.t to enable a change
 

in output at time t+T, where T is a gestation lag. One
 

practical problem with the usual approach is the use of
 

changes in actual output rather than capacity output.
 

There is general agreement that capacity output would be
 

the proper concept to use, but difficulties in defining
 

and measuring it reliably lead to the use of actual output
 

in its place.
 

Even if capacity output changes are used -- and
 

especially when using actual output changes -- logical
 

problems may arise in projecting the cause, investment, as
 

a function of the effect, output changes, That is, if
 

output = f(investment), we don't in general have an 

inverse function investment - f'l(output). 

Investment in residential construction is treated 

separately9 as a function of population and real income: 

A29) EESCONWt RCI TPOP (t)+TPOP2 ))PRC(RYDL(t) EYRC 

where
 

IESCON = residential construction -- constant w6n/year 

RCI = constant coefficient 

EPRC = population elasticity of residential construc
tion
 



TPOPI, TPOP = farm and non-farm populations, 
* reipectively (Equation (108)),
 

EYRC, =incopoe,..eaoticity of residential construction
 

=
TYDL 	 real*gi-sposableinoome, exponentially 
averaged (Equation (85)) -- constant won/ 
year. 

Gdross investment at:ci 4±nit prices, then, is the'
 

investment goods price index times the sum'of private and
 

public net investment and depreciation in the previous
 

period. Residential construction is added to investment
 

in the service sector (i=16) :since the latter includes the
 

"ownership of dwellings"' sector of the 1970 input-output
 

classification.
 
CCAi (t-DT)
PIi(t) VPRi(t)+IVPUi (t)+PIG (tDT) for i16 

( ) PIG i (t- vI a ) 
( ... 6 PIG& ( ) t (t).............. 	 +RESCON (t)
 

• , 	 - ;,ccAi (t-DT)/PIGi (t-DT)Y]forAi=16 

where 

GIV - gross investment -- current won/year 

PIG investment goods price index (Equation (33)) 

IVPU = public investmpnt (Equation (8)) -- constait 
won/year 

CCA = depreciation, capital consumption allowance 
(Equation (63)) -- current won/year. 

The B matrix is used to convert from sector investment
 

to demands for investment goods, where Bij is demand for
 

investment good i per unit investment in sector J. Of
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16
 
course, we must therefore havei/ B - i, B i6computed


1=
 

in nominal terms based on 1970 incremental -capital-output
 

ratios and current price indices.
 

ICORijPi (t)
(31) 	 Bjjt) = for i,j=,2,...,16
 

I ICORkjPk(t)

k=l 

where ICORi. is the incremental capital-output ratio, ie.,
 

demand for investment good i per unit change in output of
 

sector j. If later versions of KASM can generate agriculture's
 

demands for investment goods corresponding to the NECON
 

sectors, (31) can be replaced for j=l by
 

= AGID t)
(32) Bi(t) GIV1 (t) 

where AGIDi is agriculture's demand for the ith investment
 
16
 

good, (in current won/year) and where = AGIDi (t) - GIV l (t).i=1
 
The columns of the constant B matrix (i.e., B(0)) are
 

used as weights in computing the investment goods price
 

index for each 	sector (MPI is the investors' market price
 

index, a weighted average of domestic market price and
 

world price indices -- Equation (60)):
 

16
 
(33) PIGj (t) i Bi(0)MPI i ( t ) 

Investment goods demands a nt investors' market
at~c, 


prices, then, are:
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r16
 
B(.t)GIV (t) for 1#14)
j=-1
 

7or 


j Bj(t)GIV(t)+PIGI (t), ESCON(t) [i
 

(34) ID (t)= .. ..
 

1j=l 


Bi 6 (t)1 for i=14.
 

Notice that the residential construction portion of invest

ment in the service sector (i=16) is all allocated to the
 

construction sector (i=14). This implies that ICORi1 6 must
 

exclude the "ownership of dwellings" sector for all i.
 

Finally, imports of investment goods at import prices.
 

and demand for domestically produced investment goods are.
 

computed in a similar fashion as are consumer goods demands
 

(35) 	IMi (t) =.IMC (t)IDi (t)PWLDi (t)/MPIi (t)
 
I1 I1~ t
 

IP12 (t) 
 P (t) 
 for iyl2,13, 

I+TDMGIi Pi (t) +TPMGIi Pi(t) 

1616JE P1 (t) 

(36) DiDi (t) = Y DID,(t)TDMGI. Pl2(t)j=l 3 Pj for i=12
 
j$12
 

16 	 P 3(tM
 i~l Pj t-) for i=33
 

where
 

ID -'demand for investment goods at investors'
 
market prices -- current won/year
 

IM 	 investment goods imports at import price
6urkent won/year,
 



--

IMC = inve*tent goods import coefficients %(Equati6n 
(3))
 

PWLD = world price index (Equation (5))
 

DID = domestic investment goods demand at producer
 
prices -- current won/year
 

TDMGI, TPMGI = trade and transportation margins,

respectively, for investment goods 
-- constant
 won of margin/constant won of investment goods
 

P = producer price index (Equation (57)). 

Production
 

Given final domestic demand, the production component
 

computes output at current producer prices and unit value
 

added for each sector (Figure 6).
 

Constraints on production 
-- particularly capacity
 

constraints and skilled labor constraints 
-- are not directly
 

considered in the model. 
The primary purpose of NECON 

to link agriculture with nonagriculture, rather than to
 

project and analyze Korean industrial development -- does
 

bRnot justify the increased complexity and costs of a
 
constrained model; e.g., 
some kind of programming algorithm
 

for the production component, a population component dis

aggregated by skill level, and direct measurement of
 

oapacity. 
NECON does address the capacity problem indirectly
 

by 1) making private net investment a function of capacity
 

utilization (Equation (28)); and 2) making price increases
 

also a function of capacity utilization (Equation (57)),
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--

whereby increasing utilization increases price which in
 

turn decreases private consumption demand.
 

Final domestic demand for each sector's output is the
 

sum of domestic consumption, investment goods demand and
 

export demand. In the model as currently specified, it is
 

assumed inventory changes in the long ran sum to zero. Thus,
 

inventory changes do not appear in the final demand vector.
 

This assumption can be changed if necessary without too much
 

difficulty since inventory coefficients exist8'10. In 1970,
 

only about 1.5% of total output went to inventory changes2
 

(37) FDDi(t) = DCDi(t) + DIDi(t) + XDi(t) for i=1,2,...,16
 

where
 

FDD = final domestic demand at producer prices 

current won/year
 

DCD = domestic consumption demand at producer

prices (Equation (26)) -- current won/year
 

DID = domestic investment goods demand at producer
 
prices (Equation 36)) -- current won/year
 

XD = export demand at producer prices (Equations

(39) and (43))-- current won/year.
 

Export demand at current producer prices, XD in (37),
 

is derived from export demand at constant market prices,
 

XDM in (6), by first recognizing that exports at constant
 

producer prices, R55, are given by
 

(8 XDMi (t)
 
(38)~XD(t) m I+TDMGXi+TPMGXi
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where TDMGX and TPMGX are export trade and transportation
 

margins, respectively, in constant won of margin per
 

constant won of export (at producer prices). To get 

exports at current producer prices, then, 

:39)XD i -i(t) = 
P. (t)XDMi (t)
1 2.

+TDMGX+TPMGX for i 12,13 

where P is the producer price index.
 

Exports of trade and transportation are direct exports
 

of those sectors plus current margins on exports from other
 

sectors. Current export margins are derived from
 

PWLD i (t)XDMi (t)
 

(40) Pi(t)XDi(t) = l+TDXi (t)+TPXi(t) for i12,13 

where TDX and TPX are current export trade and transporta

tion margins, respectively. Combining (39) and (40),
 

PWLDi (t)
 
(41) TDXi(t)+TPXi(t) 1 (I+TDMGXiTPMGXi)-1 = Z.(t). 

1 i P i(t) 1 1 3. 

Assuming for convenience that the two ctmponents of the
 

total margin Z maintain constant relative shares of the
 

total, we can write
 

TDMGX.1
 
(42) TDXi(t) = Zi (t)TDMGXi+TPMGX 

TPXW(t) = zi(t) - TDXi(t). 

Trade and transportation exports, then# are
 



(43 X651 2 (t)- 12 (t)XDM1 2 (t) + 16 TD t 

16
XD13 (t) = P1 3 (t)XDM1 3 (t) + I TPX tXDjM 

j=1J 13:
 

where again we are assuming TDX1 2=TPX12=TDX1 3=TPX1 3=0 for
 

all t.
 

For our purposes, we will assume the input-output
 

coefficients for the 15 nonagricultural sectors (at
 

constant prices) will not change over the time horizon of
 

the model. Although this is certainly an unrealistic
 

assumption, it is beyond the scope of KASS to project
 

changes in the technological interdependence of Korean
 

industry. If such projections are done by other researchers
 

and made available to us, we can incorporate them into the
 

model. In the meantime, results of our agricultural
 

analyses will be interpreted in light of this assumption
 

that nonagricultural technology will not change except in
 

such a way as to leave the input-output coefficients un

changed. The fairly high degree of aggregation (16 sectors)
 

will tend to reduce the errors introduced by this assumption
 

relative to what they would be in a more disaggregated
 

model. In addition, we do consider the effects of changes
 

in relative prices, as we shall see.
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rhe input-poutput coefficients for agriculture, on
 

the other hand, will change in the model based on KASM
 

projections.
 

AGINP (t)
 
A AGOUT(t)/P 1 (t)
 

where-,
 

Ai1 inputs of sector i per unit output of agri
culture, at constant producer prices
 

AGINP = 	 agricultural inputs at producer prices 
(Equation (111)) -- constant won/year 

AGOUT = 	 agricultural output at producer prices 
(Equation (112)) -- current won/year. 

For,the current version of KASM, Al is changed over time
 

only for chemical fertilizers, other chemicals, fuels,
 

,oqther heavy man'afacturing and other light manufacturing.
 

The 1970 BOK coefficients are maintained for the other
 

agricultural inputs and for the coefficients of the other
 

sectors.
 

In matrix notation, output is
 

(45) OUT,(t) I-Dt FDD(t)
 

where
 

OUT = vector of sector outputs at producer prices
 
-- current won/year 

I, identity matrix 

FDD = final demand vector at producer prices 
(Equation (37)) -- current won/year 



--

AD = matrix of domestic intermediate input re
quirements at producer prices 
-- current
 
won of input/current won of output
 

and where 
I t)Pi(t) 

(46) AD (t) = [A (t)-PMc) 

where PMC is the matrix of total intermediate input import
 

requirements (Equations (2) and (113)).
 

Finally, intermediate imports and unit value added
 

are computed. 
For the former, (47) makes the conversion
 

from producer prices to world prices, while for the latter,
 

(48) assumes producers pay world prices for intermediate
 

imports.
 

16 PWLDi(t)
 
(47) PMi(t) = PMCij (t)OUTj(t) P 

J=l
 

16 PWLD i (t) 1 
(48) VAUj (t) 1 - 11 ADij (t)+PMCij (t) --) 

i=11 

where
 

PM = intermediate imports at world prices 

current won/year
 

PWLD = world price index (Equation (5))
 

VAU = value added per unit output at current prices.
 

Labor
 

The labor component computes labor requirements and
 

wages by sector and for nonagriculture in the aggregate
 

(Figure 7).
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Labor productivity is assumed to increase at a
 

constant rate RL for each sector. 
A non-constant RL could
 

also easily be assumed by independent projection. Thus,
 

labor requirements per unit output are
 

(49) 
-dt
(49) 1t) dLi(t) = -RLi for i~~1
 

where L is labor requirements in person-years/won. Labor
 
requirements and the demand for wage labor, then, are
 

(Li(t)OUTi(t)/Pi(t) for il
 
i =DLA(t) for i=l
 

(PWLiDL i (t) for i~l 
(51) DWLi (t) = DWLA(t) for i=l 

where
 

DL = labor requirements -- persons
 

OUT = output (Equation (45)) -- current won/year 

P = producer price index (Equation (57)) 

DWL = demand for wage labor -- persons 

PWL = wage labor proportion.
 

Wages (including salaries, bonuses, etc.) are projected
 

.assuming real wages per unit output tend to be constant.
 

':Again, it would be easy to make other assumptions; however,
 

it is beyond our scope to project nonagricultural wages
 

endogenously as a function of other economic variables in
 

the model. This would require A much more complex employment
 

model.
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"Ddx(t-DT )WRi (.f7NT), 

(52). for i~k1 
WR~~(,l) -~RLi1 


(WRi(t)DWLi (t) for i~
 
(53) Wi (t) jWA(t) 'for irli 

where
 

WR wage-rate -- current won/person-year
 

W wages -- aurrent won/year
 

DGPX(t) = GPX(t)/GPX(t-DT) where GPX is the general
 
price index (Equation (76)).
 

DLA, DWLA and WA are agricultural labor requirements, wage
 

labor demand and wages paid, respectively from KASM
 

(Equations (114)-(116) below).
 

Finally, nonagricultural labor and wages are computed
 

for use in the migration component of KASM.
 

16
 
(54DLN(t) = DLjt
 

(55) WN(t),= J,=Wi(t).
 
i=2
 

Price
 

The priceicomponent (Figure 8) generates non-food
 

producer and market price indices based on variable costs
 

of production, capacity utilization, and trade and trans

porta 6.on margins.
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Pcoducerprices are postulated to ohange in response
 

to changes in variable costs of production (a cost push
 

factor) and to changes in capacity utilization (a demand
 

pull factor). The latter ia a demand pull faofOr beCause
 

iroreasing capacity utilization implies output (i.e.,
 

demand, in this model) io increasing faster than capacity.
 

1 dpi'(t) 1 dCUi (t) 

PiTEt) ~ CU1 tt *Fi*~ 

dtCOSTi(t) 
09P OST dtfor~ L0dl19 

beamen in di irence dquation form for simuldtin
 

fbe Pq2utioh (l1g) for i"i,9
 

( 7) Pi N+DT) = P t) t I+ (Ui PbU (beW i 	 i(M)1 	 for i91,q 

p1 	 pkodued price iaek £ort edtbr i
 

PbdUb ii proportional rate of chahe of dapadity
 
uitzation, exponentially averaged
 
(9quation (94)) -- proportion/year
 

tmP = apacity utilization elasticity of price 

P D L = 	 proportional rate of change of variable 
ptbdudtion costs, exponentially averaged 
(tquatioh (68)) -- proportion/year 

O = codat elabticity of pride.
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Thei&domestic market price index for each commodity is
 

a weighted average of the producer price indices for the
 

commodity, for trade services and for transportation services.
 

fPi(t+PI2 (t)TDNGCi+PI3 (t)TPMGCi
 

(58) fi(t) I 1+TDMGCi+TPMGCi 

(See Equation (117) for i=1,9
 

where
 

.MP = market price index for sector ii 


TDMGC, TPMGC = consumer goods trade and transportation
 
margins, respectively.
 

Finally, the consumers' market price index and the
 

investors' price index are weighted averages of the domestic
 

market price index and the world price index, where the
 

weights used are the consumer goods and investment goods
 

import coefficients, respectively.
 

(59) MPCi(t) = CMci(t)PWLDi(t) + (l-CMCi(t))MPi(t) 

(60) MPIi(t) = IMCi(t)PWLDi(t) + (1-IMCi (t))MPi(t) 

where
 

MPC - consumers' market price index
 

CMC = consumer goods import coefficients (Equation
 
(4))
 

PWLD = world price index (Equation (5))
 

MPI = investors' market price index
 

IMC = investment goods import coefficients
 
(Equation (3)).
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Of course, equations (57)- (60) may be overidde, if 

desired to test alternative price projections, 

Accounting 

The accounting component (Figure 9) computes national.
 

accounts and other economic variables needed in other
 

components of NECON, in KASM and as measures of system
 

performance.
 

First,.value added and its components for each sector 

are computed by (61)-(64). The indirect tax rate (net of 

subsidies) INTXR is,-- except for agriculture, Equation (119) 

-- a constant policy parameter in the model; it could easily 

be made time varying if desired. Unit capital consumption 

allowance CCAU is also considered constant based on 1970 

input-output data. Profits are defined as the "other.value 

added" category of the input-output data, i.e., rents, 

interest, returns to entrepreneurs. 

(61) VA4(t) = VAUi(t)OUTi(t) 

(62) INTXi(t) = INTXRiOUTi(t) 

(63) CCAi(t) = CCAUiOUTi ( t) 

(64) PROF i (t) =VA-(t)-W1 TX (t -.CCAi(t) 

where
 

VA I value added'-- current won/year 

VAU - unit'value added (Equaion (48))-- won 
value Added/won output
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OUT = gross output (Equation (45)) -- current 
won/year 

INTX net indirect taxes -- current won/year 

INTXR = indirect tax rate (policy parameter) 

CCA = capital consumption allowance'-- current 
won/year 

CCAU = unit capital consumption allowance 

PROF = profits -- current won/year.... 

-W = wages paid (Equation (53)) current 
won/year. 

The proportional rates of change of unit profits and
 

of unit variable costs are exponentially lagged as a measure
 

of expectation for the investment and price components,
 

respectively (Equations (28) and (57)). Although (63)
 

implies capital consumption is a variable cost (a commonly
 

used formulation), in reality, considering it analogous to
 

depreciation, it should more appropriately be treated as
 

a function of the history of capital investment and the
 

rates of depreciation of the various capital goods in stock.
 

Thus, CCAU is omitted from the definition of unit variable
 

cost COST, which ig left to include intermediate inputs,
 

wages and indirect taxes.
 

(65) PPUi (t) = PROFi (t)/OUTi(t) 

-w
(66) O6T~t) i(t)
i(t)
I-VAUi(t)+INTXRi (t)+
(66) COSTi (t) 
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1 dPPUi (t)
 

(67) PDEL dDPPULi(t) + DPPULi(t) =PU i t d 

dPDCSTLi (t) 1 dCOSTi (t) 
(68) CDEL • dt + PDCSTLi (t) = COST i (t) t 

where 

PPU = unit profits -- won profits/won output 

COST = unit variable costs -- won costs/won output
 

I-VAU = unit cost of intermediate inputs
 

DPPUL = exponentially lagged proportional rate of
 
change of unit profits -- proportion/year
 

PDEL = lag time for unit profits -- years
 

PDCSTL = exponentially lagged proportional rate of
 
change of unit costs ---proportion/year
 

CDEL = lag time for variable costs -- years.
 

Personal income is defined as wages plus profits
 

(ignoring for our purposes the distinction between retained
 

and distributed corporate earnings), and disposable personal
 

income is that less income taxes, where the income tax rate
 

YTXR is a constant policy parameter. Agricultural and
 

nonagricultural income is converted to farm and non-farm
 

income by assuming a time-varying proportion PFN of farm
 

income from nonagricultural sources. PFN is projected by
 

a table function which linearly interpolates between
 

specified values at specified points in time; this may be
 

treated as a policy assumption. Per capita farm and non-farm
 

disposable income is also computed, but not shown here.
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( TYMt) 16 . I 

(70) WYAt "PROFl(t)
 

(71) YN(t) = TY(t) - YA(t) 

~YA (t).
 
r J
(72)~~Y(t) min TY(t), 


(73) YNF(t) = TY(t) - YF(t) 

(74) YFD(t) = (l-YTXR)YF(t) 

(75) YNFD(t) = (1-YTXR)YNF(t) 

where 

TY - total personal income -- current won/year 

YA - agricultural personal income -- current 
won/year
 

YN = nonagricultural personal income -- current
 

won/year
 

YF = farm income -- current won/year
 

PFN = proportion of farm income from nonagricultural
 
sources (policy variable)
 

YNF = non-farm income -- current won/year
 

YFD - farm disposable income -- current won/year
 

YNFD - non-farm disposable income -- current won/year
 

YTXR - income tax rate (policy parameter).
 

The food, non-food and general price indices, weightdd
 

by real output, are
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16 OUT i (t) 16 

(76) 	GPX(t)'-I_____
 
16 OUT(t) 16 OUT (t)
 

(77) FPX(t)._ OUT Mt + OUT9 t)
OUT 1 (t)/Pl(t) 	+ OUT 9 (t)/Pg(t) 

16
 

t)OUT ii2 


(78) NPX(t) 	 V9
 
OUTi (t)
 

i=2 
jid9
 

where,
 

GPX = general price index
 

FPX = food 	price index 

NPX = non-food price index
 

p = commodity producer price index 

OUT/P = real output at producer prices -- constant. 
won/year. 

Foreign trade 	variables are imports, exports, trade
 

balances and customs duties. The import tax rate is a,
 

constant policy parameter.
 

(79) MDi (t) = 	 PMi (t) + CMi M + IMi ( t ) 

16 
(80) TMTX(t) = TXMRiMDi(t) + AGTXMR(t) 

1=2 
1#9 
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(81), TRDBAL~tM [PWLD (t) XDMf" (t) (1-TXMR 1.)MD 1 tM, I 

where 

.MD - total sector imports, including customs duties 
-- current won/year 

,PM = intermediate imports (Equation (47))
current won/year 

CM = consumption imports (Equation (25)) -

current won/year 

IM = investment goods imports (Equation (35)) -

current won/year 

TMTX = customs duties collected -- current won/year 

TXMR = sector-specific import tax rate 

TRDBAL = change in trade balance -- current won/year 

PWLD = world price index (Equation (5)) 

XDM = exports at world prices (Equation (6)) -
constant won/year. 

Total tax rsvenues and gross domestic product are
 

computed in (82) and (83). GDP per capita, GDPP, is also
 

computed but not shown here. In addition, total and per
 

capita farm and non-farm disposable income are computed in
 

real terms by dividing by the general price index GPX.
 

16
 
(82) TAXREV(t) -YTXR.TY(t)+TMTX(t)+ I INTXi(t)


i-i
 

16
 
( GDP(t) -. TMTX(t) + I VAi(t) 
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Where
 

TAXREV ,,tax revenues -- current2%46/year 

YTXR = income tax rate (a policy parameter) 

TY = total personal income (Equation (69)) -

current won/year 

INTX = net indirect taxes (Equation (62)) -

current won/year 

GDP = gross domestic product -- current won/year 

" VA = 	 value added (Equation (61)) -- current 
won/year. 

As a measure of economic performance, NECON computes
 

1-year, 5-yeir and 10-year annual percentage growth rates
 

of real per capita GDP, where (84) is derived from the
 

compound interest formula.
 

-	 RGDPP (t ) J
 
=
(84) RGPRn(t) 100 (RGDPP(tn)J -)I' 

where
 

RGPRn = n-year annual percentage growth rate of real
 
per capita GDP -- percent/year
 

RGDPP = real per capita gross domestic product -
constant won/person-year.
 

The accounting component computes three income
 

variables for use elsewhere in NECON and in KASM: exponen

tially averaged real disposable income, exponentially
 

averaged farm and non-farm per capita disposable income,
 

and an estimate of next period's farm and non-farm
 

disposable income.
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The residential construction function in NECON,!,.I
 

investment component (Equation (29)) requires
 

(85) YDEL dRTYDL(t, + IRTYDL(t) RTYD(t)dt
 

where
 

RTYDL - exponentially averaged real disposable income 
-- constant won/year 

RTYD - TYD/GPX = real disposable income in constant 
won/year, where TYD is noiinal disposable 
income (YFD+YNFD) and GPX :.s the general 
price index (Equation (76)) 

YDEL lag time -- years.
 

The consumption component in KASM requires exponentially
 

averaged per capita income in the consumption function as
 

a measure of consumer income expectations, or -- looking at
 

it another way -- as a measure of "normal" income. This
 

assumes that consumer behavior reaponds to changes in
 

"normal" income rather than in actual income.
 

(86) YDEL dYFDPL(t) + YFDPL(t) - YFDP(t) 

where 

YFDPL - exponentially averaged per capita farm 
disposable income -- current won/person-year 

YFDP M per capita farm disposable income -- current 

won/person-year.
 

mote that current income is used rather than real because
 

the homogeneity postulate is assumed, i.e., current income
 

and prices determine real consumption. Non-farm income
 



YNFDPL is computed in-a simil'r way. 

For the income constraint equation, on the other hand,
 

actual income, rather than '"normal" income, must be used.
 

In the recursive simulation, however, income at time t is
 

not known until after consumption is determined. That is,
 

income depends on profits and wages (Equations (69)-(71),,
 

which in turn depend on output (Equations (50)-(53) and
 

(61)-(64)), which depends on consumption (Equations (37)
 

and (45)). Therefore, second-order Lagrange interpolations
 

are used to project estimates of farm and non-farm disposable
 

income at time (t+DT), based on income at time t, (t-DT)
 

and (t-2DT). Essentially, we fit a parabola to pass through
 

the three known points and extrapolate one time period for
 

the estimate (Figure 10). The following discussion is in
 

temns of farm disposable income YFD; the same procedure is
 

followed for nqn-farm income YNFD.
 

For an unknown function y = f(x) and given three points 

(%i, yi) = (xi, f(xi), i 0,1,2, satisfying the function, 

the second-order Lagrange interpolation polynomial p(x) 

passing through those three points is given by 

(x-x1) (x-x2) (x-x0) (x-x2)
 
(87) p (x0 x2) f(x0 ) + (Xx 0 )(x 1 _x2 ) f(x1) 

(x-x 0) (x-x 1 )

+ -2 X0 )(x 2-xl) f(x 2 ).
 

(87) is constructed so that P(Xi) = f(xi), and p(x) is then 

used as an approximation of the unknown f(x). 
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In our situation, .x0 = t-2DT, x= t-DT, x2 = t, and 

f(.) = YFD(.), where YFD is current farm disposable income. 

We are trying to project an estimation of YFD(t+DT), call
 

it EYFD(t+DT). Therefore, x = t+DT and p(x) = EYFD(t+DT).
 

(-DT) (-2DT) YFD(t-2DT) + (3DT) (DT) YFD(t-DT) 

t(2DT) (DT) (DT)(-DT) 

+ (3DT)(2DT) YFD(t)(2DT) (DT)

= YFD(t-2DT) + 3(YFD(t)-YFD(t-DT)). 

Of course, EYFD(t) / YFD(t) in general. How much of 

an error will there be? The error R is difficult to predict 

analytically; however, we do know 11 an upper bound on the
 

magnitude of the error can be found from
 

(89) IR~x) I < (x-x0)(x-x1 )(x-x2)Ia3f'maX
3!TCI 

Id3YFD(x)x 
dx3 = 

X=T 

DT3max d3YFD(x) 

TEI dx3 X=T 

where I is the time interval [(t-2DT), (t+DT)]. This doesn't
 

help much either since we can't know d3YFD(t)/dt3 without
 

knowing YFD(t) as 
an explicit function of time. (If we 

knew that, we wouldn't need to approximate EYFD in the first 

place!) 

But, to get some feeling as to the magnitude of the
 

error, let's assume YFD just happens to grow exponentially
 

over the time period I, i.e.,
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(90),; YFD(s) YFD (S 0 ) e • fore 

t2DT.,,; Thens 0 Fwhere 

(91) Ys - 3 ct(s0e 0 ' for seI 

which reaches its maximum in I at the upper end of I, or 

when s = x = t+DT. So, 

-
(92) IR(t+DT)I < DT3a3YFD(t-2DT)ea3DT 

Since YFD(t+DT) = YFD(t-2DT)ea3DT, the proportional error 

PR is 

(93) PR(t+DT) = IR(t+DT)I/YFD(t+DT) <DT3 a3 

where a is the exponential growth rate of nominal income
 

over the time period I, i.e., (t-2DT) to (t+DT), and DT
 

is the simulation time increment.
 

Thus, with DT = 1 year as it currently is in KASM, 

a 20% growth rate of current income would give us at most 

a .8% error in our estimate of YFD(t+DT). Reducing DT by 

a factor of 2 would cut the error by a factor of 8. If 

income were growing linearly (or quadratically) over the 

period I rather than exponentially, (88) would give no 

error at all. 

-
If we subtract the actual error at t, EYFD(t) YFD(t),
 

from the projection EYFD(t+DT)-- in effect treating the
 

error as carry-over or carry-under income -- the result
 



would be equivalent to a third-order Lagrange interpolation
 

polynomial and would reduce the error by 
a factor of 5
 

(in this hypothetical case of 20% exponential growth).
 

Finally, the accounting component computes the
 

exponentially averaged proportional rate of change of
 

capacity utilization, PDCUL, needed for the private net
 

investment function 
(28) and for the price function (57).
 

dPDCUL i (t) 1 
 dCU (t)
(94) CUDEL at + PDCULi (t) = CUcu1t)1 (t)1 d 

where CUDEL is the lag time in years and CU is 
the proportion
 

of capacity utilized (or capacity utilization rate).
 

Kim and Kwon 1 2 analyzed past levels and trends of
 

capacity utilization rates in Korean manuf£cturiny with the 

important objective o.' demonstrating the shortcomings of 

concentrating on the formation of capital stock usr; the key 

to economic growth without due regard to the potential
 

benefits of increasing the flow of capital services. They
 

tested various regression models for explaining capacity
 

utilization, and achieved R2s ranging from .57 to .76;
 

relative factor intensity, industrial concentration and
 

public finance were most often the most significant
 

variables.
 

For our purposes, it is beyond the scope of NECON to
 

be concerned with the problems of capacicy utilization and its
 

measurement and prediction -- of which there are many10,12
 



'Hanattempted to measure capacity output, but dismissed
 

his results as unreliable. Kim and Kwon measured the
 

utilization rate using electricity consumed relative to
 

rated horsepower of installed machinery.
 

Fortunately, we do not need to know capacity utilization
 

for NECON but only its proportional rate of change (see
 

Equation (94)), which we can infer indirectly from other
 

variables in the model. Defining the capacity utilization
 

rate of sector i as
 

OUT (t)
(95) cui(t) l t)...
 

where OUT is actual output as in (45) and CO is capacity
 

output, then differentiating (95) with respect to time and
 

dividing by CU, we get
 

1 dCUi(t) 1 dOUTi(t) 1 dCOi(t)
 
(96) CUi(t) dt OUTi(t) dt COi(t) dt
 

The first term on the right can be determined directly from
 

(45), and the second term can be derived indirectly if we
 

assume a constant capital-capacity output ratio a. This
 

is an admittedly unrealistic assumption, although more
 

realistic than assuming (as is often done) a constant
 

capital-actual output ratio. The problem is reduced even
 

further by the fact that, as we shall see, we need not
 

assume a specific value for a, only that one exists,
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Definingj 	6apacity output' , then,. a,s 

(97) COi (t) = CAPSTKi(t)/ai 

where CAPSTK is accumulated capital stock in constant won,
 

dCOi (t) 1 dCAPSTKi (t)(98) COi 
1 	 ) dt CAPSTK ('t) dt 

where a drops out. Now, defining
 

dCAPSTKi (t) 	 CCA i (t)
 
(99) 	 a1 - DCSNM i (t ) 

where
 

DCSN = 	 the rate of additions to capital stock, 
a distributed lag (gestation) of GIV i (t)/PIGi(t) 
-- constant won/year 

CCA 	 capital consumption allowance = depreciation 
(Equation (63)) -- current won/year 

GIV = 	 gross investment (Equation (30), -- current 
won/year 

PIG = 	 investment goods price index (Equation (33)), 

we can easily compute (assuming we know CAPSTKi (0)) the
 

proportional rate of change of capital stock needed for (94).
 

KASM-NECON Interface
 

Finally, we need a detailed specification of the links
 

between KASM and NECON. First, agricultural variables
 

needed by NECON.
 

The foreign trade and public demand component needs
 

the world price index for agricultural commodities, APWLD
 



(Equation (5)); exports of processed and unprocessed
 

agricultural commodities, AXP and AXU (Equation (6));
 

public consumption of processed and unprocessed agricul

tural commodites, AGCDPP and AGCDPU (Equation (7)); and
 

public investment in agriculture, AGIVPU (Equation (8)).
 

(100) APWLD(t) = WWP(t)/WWP(O)
 

where WWP is average world price of agricultural conmodities
 

in current won/MT computed from
 

19X IVADE i(t)i
 
(101) wwP(t) = Il
 

) IDEFCITi (t)I 

where VALDEF and DEFCIT are deficits for commodity i in
 

current won/year and MT/year, respectively, from KASM.
 

(102) AXU(t) = PAXUIVALDFl(t)I
 

AXP(t) = IVALDFl(t)l - AXU(t)
 

where PAXU is the proportion of agricultural exports
 

unprocessed, and VALDF1 is the negative of agricultural
 

exports in current won/year.
 

(103) AGCDPU(t) = PACDPU.PUCDAG(t)/CPFI(t)
 

AGCDPP (t)= (1-PACDPU)PUCDAG(t)/CPFI (t)
 

where PACDPU is the proportion of public consumption of
 

agricultural commodities unprocessed, PUCDAG is total
 

public agricultural consumption in current won/year from
 



KASM (not in the present version), and CPFI is the consumer
 

price index for food from KASM.
 

(104) AGIVPU(t) = PUIVAG(t)
 

where PUIVAG is public investment in agriculture in constant
 

won/year from KASM (not in the present version).
 

The consumption component needs per capita consumption
 

at current market prices of unprocessed and processed
 

agricultural commodities, PCDM1 and PCDM 9 (Equation (14));
 

total expenditure on non-food commodites, APCD (Equation
 

(15)); total farm and non-farm population, TPOP 1 and TPOP2
 

(Equation (24)); and agricultural imports, AM (Equation
 

(25)).
 

19
 
(105) PCDM1 ,1 (t) = [ PFU1 iCPUi(t)RDEMi(t)i=l
 

19
 
PCDM 1 ,2 (t) = PFU2iCPUi (t)Qi (t)
i=l 2
 

where 

RDEM = farm consumption,from KASM -- MT/year 

Q = non-farm consumption, from KASM -- MT/year 

CPU = consumer price cf food -- woxi/MT 

PFU = proportion of food consumed unprocessed. 

19
 
(106) PCDM9 1 (t) = [ (I-PFUIi)CPUi(t)RDEMi(t)

,;- 'i=l
 

19
 
PCDM9,2 (t) = (1-PFU2i)CPUi(t)Qi(t).
' imi
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o,07,) ACD1(t) =TAGDXP(t)/TPOP(t
 

APCD2 (t) - TEXNF(t)/TPOP2 (t) 

where TAGDIP is farm disposable income for non-food con

sumption and TEXNF is non-farm non-food expenditures, both
 

from KASM and both in current won/year.
 

(108) TPOPk(t) POPk(t) 

where POk is farm (k-1) and non-farm (k=2) population from 

KASM. 

(109) AM(t) = VALDF2(t) 

where VALDF2 is value of agricultural imports from KASM in
 

current won/year.
 

The investment component needs private net investment
 

in agriculture, AGIVPR (Equation (28)).
 

(110) AGIVPR(t) = TEXCAP(t)/PIG1 (t) 

where TEXCAP is agricultural capital expenditures, from
 

KASM, in current won/year, and PIG, is the capital goods
 

price index for agriculture (Equation (33)). This use of
 

TEXCAP may require its redefinition in KASM.
 

The production component requires of KASM the value
 

of agriculture input demands at constant producer prices,
 

AGINP (Equation (44)); agricultural output at current
 



producer prices, AGOUT (Equation (44)); and agricultural
 

.production import coefficients PMC (Equation (46))
 

rAGINTi (t)-AGINMi(t) AGINMi(t)
 

t.PWLDi(t 
 for iy12,13
 

1+TDMGAIi+TPMGAI
 

(111) AGINP = 16i Y AGINP (t)TDMGAI. 
 for i-12
 
j=12
 

16 
AGINTI3 (t)+ AGINP (t)TPMGAI for i=13 

j113 

,where 

AGINT, AGINM = total and imported agricultural inputs,

respectively, at market prices 
-- current
 
won/year
 

MP, PWLD = domestic and world market price indices
 
(Equations (5) and (58)), respectively
 

TDMGAI, TPMGAI = trade and transportation margins,

respectively, for agricultural inputs.
 

AGINT and AGINM would come from KASM, although the latter
 

don't exist in the current version. AGINT would include,
 

for example, TEXFRT (expenditure on fertilizer) for i=4,
 

TEXPST (expenditure on pesticide) for i=5, 
FUELNM+OILNM
 

(fuel and oil expenditures) for i=7. Other inputs can be
 

derived from TEXOTH (expenditures on other inputs) and
 

from variable machinery costs, livestock equipment costs,
 

veterinary expenses, etc. 
For some sectors i (e.g.,
 

mining, transportation) we may want to keep the 1970
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input-output coefficients as constants.
 

19
 
(112) AGOUT(t) =' TPAVG'(t) TOUPT (t)i-1 

where TPAVG is average yearly producer price, from KASM, in
 

won/MT; and TOUTPT is total output, from KASM, in MT.
 

AGINMi (t)/PWLDi (t)
 
(113) MCii(t) = AGOUT(t)/P1 (t) 

where AGINM is, again, imports of agricultural inputs at
 

current world prices, from KASM.
 

The labor component needs from KASM agricultural
 

labor requiremente, DLA (Equation (50)); wage labor demand
 

in agriculture, DWLA (Equation (51)); and agricultural wages,
 

WA (Equation (53)).
 

NREGN 19
 
(114) DLA(t) = [ EMPri(t) 

r=l i=l 

NREGN 19
 
(i15) DWLA(t) I I PCTHLriEMPri(t)
 

r=l i=l
 

(116) WA(t) = TEXLAB(t) 

where 

EMPri ' agricultural employment in region r and 
commodity i, from KASM -- man equivalents 

PCTHL = proportion of labor hired, from KASM 

TEXLAB = total labor expenditures, from KASM -
won/year 

NREGN - number of regions considered in KASM. 
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'The price component requires-from KASM producer
 

and market price indices for unprocessed and processed.
 

agricultural commodities, Pit P9, MP3, MP9 (Equations
 

(57) and (58))
 

(117 MP(t) = CPFI(t) for i=l,9 

(11i8) Pf (t) ".MP i (t)(1+TDMGCi+TPMGCi)
 

- P1 2 (t)TDMGCi - P1 3 (t)TPMGCi for i=l,9 

where CPFI is the consumer food price index, from KASM,
 

and TDMGC and TPMGC are consumer goods trade and trans

portation margins, respectively. (118) is an inversio
 

of (58). 

KASM provides NECON's accounting component with
 

agriculture's indirect tax rate (Equation (62)) and
 

customs duties (Equation (80)).
 

(119) INTXR1 (t)= TPTAX(t)/AGOUT(t) 

AGTXMR(t) = ACDREV(t) 

where TPTAX is total producer tax revenues from agriculture
 

in current won/year, AGOUT is computed in (112) and
 

ACDREV is revenues from agricultural customs duties.
 

Feedback links from NECON to KASM are related to
 

1) consumption and the maintenance of consistency between
 

the two consumption components, 2) price indices of the
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major agricultural inputs, and 3) nonagricultural labor
 

requirements.
 

The conditions for consistency between the consumption
 

components of KASM and RECON are given above in (20) - (22).
 

(22) was used to determine the income constraint coefficient
 

SN in (16); here, (20) and (21) will give us the price
 

index and own-price elasticity of the aggregate nonagricultural
 

commodity of KASM -- CPU 20 and ELASP20 ,20, where the non

agricultural commodity is the twentieth commodity in KASM.
 

From (20),
 

(20) ACM(t)AOk(t) AMPC(t)AOFk(t), 

we can write (referring to the variable definitions follow

ing (18) and (19))
 

(120) AMPCRJ(t+DT) E AMPCk(t+DT)/AMPCk(t)
 

MPC (t+DT)AOk (t+DT) 

AOFk (t+DTF 

1 16 MPC i (t+DT) 

AP cDk t)i2 MPCi(t)- PCDMik(t) 

iM9 

from which we get (defining TMPC 2 (0)= 1) 

(121) CPU 20 (t+DT) = AMPC 2 (t+DT) = AMPCR2 (t+DT)AMPC2 (t) 

where AMPC 2 is the price index for the aggregate nonagricul

tural commodity for non-farm consumers (the current version
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of KASM does not compute on-farm consumption of nonagricul.
 

tural commodites); MPCi is the ith commodity's consumers'
 

market price index (E:uation (59)); PCDM.k is per capita
 

't h 
consumption of the it h commodity by the consumer class
 

(farm or non-farm); and APCD, from KASM, (Equation (107))
 

is rela-~d to PCDM by (18).
 

From (21),
 

(21) MPCR(t)Alk(t)MPC(t) =AMPCRk(t)AlNk(t)AMPCk(t)
 

we can write (referring to the variable definitions following

i 

(18) and (19))
 

(122) ANk (t+DT) AEPk (t+DT)APCDk (t)/AMPCk(t)
 

1 16 MPCi (t+DT)

AMPCRk(t+DT)AMPCk(t+DT) i2 MPCi
 

i 9

16 MPCi (t+DT)

j=2 PCDMik (t)EPijk ~T-i=2 i ik _MPC MY)
 
j,;9 

from which we get
 

(123) ELASP20 20 (t+DT) - AEP2 (t+DT) 

12 16
 
(AMPCR2 (t+DT)) APCD2 (t) -2 PCDMi2 t)
 

i-2
 

MPCi (t+DT) 16 MPCj(t+DT) 
i (t ' EP J 2 _I_ r 

MPCi~ J2i J2MC 

J#'9 



where AEP is the own-price elasticity of the aggregate
 

nonagricultural commodity, and EP is the price elasticity
 

matrix.
 

The non-farm consumption component of KASM also.
 

requires exponentially'averaged per capita income,for.the.
-'
 

consumption function,
 

(124) INCOM(t+DT) = YNFDPL(t+DT),
 

and an estimated projection of per capita income for the
 

Sincome constraint,
 

(125) EINCOM(t+DT) =.EYNFD(t+DT),
 

where YNFDPL 1.-d. EYNFD are computed in (86) and (88),
 

re pectively. Likewise, the famn consumption component
 

'needs
 

(126) FIAMYtUItT), YFDPL(t+DT),.,
 

and
 

,±.ij EFRMY(t+DT) -EYFD(t+DT), 

where !M V I
would replace GIPCA in the current version of 

KASP, and EFRMY would be needed if a future version 

considers a farm income constraint on consumption. 

Agrici] tural input price indices,AGINPI, can be
 

dete:'irAed by
 



(128) AGINPI (t+DT) = WD (t)MP (t+DT) + WM (t)PWLD( 1 D1)b 

where the weiqhts WDi + WM = 1 and:, 

WDi(t) = K1/(KI+K 2 ) 

WMi (t) = 1-WDi (t) 

AGINTi (t)-AGINMi (t),
 

AGINMi (t)
-- PWLDJEYt 

and where MP is the domestic market price index (Equation
 

(58)), PWLD is the world price index (Equation (5)), and
 

AGINT and AGINM are total and imported agricultural inputs,
 

respectively, from KASM (see the discussion above following
 

Xquation (111)).
 

(128) may be used to compute indices TPPEST (pesti

cides), FERPI (fertilizer), TPOI (other inputs), FUPI
 

(fuels), and other inputs correspcnding to NECON sectors
 

which later versions of KASM may define. In the case of
 

capital inputs, we have TPCAP = PIG 1 , where PIG is
 

computed in (33). AGINPI is an aggregate of domestic and
 

world market price indices; government price subsidy
 

policies for farmers may be accounted as such in KASM.
 

Finally, the population component of KASM needs
 

nonagricultural labor requirements to project off-farm'
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(129) DLABNA(t) = DLN(t)""I", 

where DLN is computed in (54).
 

DATA NEEDS OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY MODEL
 

The data needs of any model fall int6three categories
 

initial conditions, constant coefficients and policy para

meters. The categories are not distinct in that policy
 

parameters are a subset of both other categories, i.e.,
 

some are initial conditions and others are constant
 

coefficients. Data needs of the national economy model
 

(NECON) will be discussed by component, in the same order
 

as 
in the last section, and data gathered to date will be
 

presented.
 

Foreign Trade and Public Demand
 

Table 2 lists the data requirements of the foreign.
 

trade and public demand component of NECON.
 

Most of them are designated as policy parameters;
 

however, many of these are not actually policy instruments,
 

particularly exports and world price indices, and will
 

more properly be projected by analysis (e.g., by EPB or
 

KDI) than by policy assumption. Nevertheless, alternative
 

projections may also be made and tested as policy-specified
 

targets, e.g., the import substitution parameters, and
 

are thus also considered "policy parameters."
 



Table 2 

Foreign Trade and Public Demand Component:
 
Data Requirements
 

Symbolic ame* 


1. ISCF(16) 


2. !SC(16) 


3. ISIF(16) 


L. ISmO(I) 

5. ISPF(16) 


6. ISPR(16) 


7. ?MCT(16,16) 


8. FMCN(16,16) 

9. IMCT(16) 


10. IMCN(16) 

11. CM)T(16) 


12. CMCN(16) 

PPCP 


PPCP 

PPCP 


PPCP 


PPCP 

PPCP 


CP 


CP 


CP 


CP 


CP 


CP 


EqFuation 

mbers Unit 


1 proportion 


1 proportion/yr 


1 proportion 

1 proportion/yr 

1 proportion 

1 proportion 

2 won input/ 

won output 

2 won input/ 

won output 

3 proportion 

3 proportion 

4 proportion 

4 proportion 

_._ _ 

"...-

Definition 

.pspvrtIon of i .Lio
Level of competitive consumption
 
imports not ultimitely substituted for . .
 

decay rate of the proportion of competitive consump

tion imports not substituted for
 

sate as ISCF but for investment gozds imports
 

same as iSCR but for investment goods imports
 

same as ISCF but for intermediate imports
 

same as ISCR but for intenrediate imports
 

total intermediate import coefficients for 1970'; 

non-competitive intermediate import coefficients
 
for 1970
 

total investment goods imports coefficients for 1970
 

non-competitive investment goo-is imports for 1970
 

total consumption import coefficients for 1970
 

non-cc'metitive consumption import coefficients
 
for 1970
 

(continued)
 



Table 2 (caI it)-

Equation"
 
Symbolic Name* Type** Numbers Unit Definition
 

13. VPWL-D(4,14) PPCP 5 index world price index in 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985 
or any other specified points in time 

14. VXD(4,14) PICP 6 constant won/ exports in 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985 - or any other' 
yr specified points in time 

15. 	 VCDP(4,13) PPCP 7 constant won/ public consumption in 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985 
yr or any other specified points in time 

16. VIVFU(4,15) PPCP 8 constant won/ public investment in 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985
_ yr or any other specified points in time 

SNuLmbers in parentheses are vector or matrix dimensions. There are 16 sectors defined in the sector
 
model.
 

* 	 PPGP = policy parameter constant parameter 
CP = constant parameter 



The 1970 total and non-competitive import coefficients
 

for intermediate inputs, investment goods and consumer goods
 

are derived from the 1970 input-output tables of the Bank
 

of Korea 2 (see Appendix, Tables Kl-K3). if Table K1 is
 

called TIT (table of interindustry transactions), Table K2
 

is TTI (table of total imports) and Table K3 is TNI (table
 

of non-competitive imports), then for row i and column j
 

=1, 2, ..., 16,
 

PMCTij = TTIij/TITi,27
 

PMCNij = TNIij/TITi, 27
 

IMCT1 = (TTIi,20+TTIi,21)/(TITi,20+TITi,21) 

IMCNi * (TNIi,20+TNIi,21)/(TITi,20+TITi, 21 ) 

CMCTi - (TTIi,18+TTIi,19)/(TITi,1 8+TITi,19) 

CMCNj = (TNIi 18+TNIi 1 9 )/(TITi 8 +TITi,1).
 

Consumption
 

Data needs of the consumption component are listed
 

in Table 3.
 

Of the 16 sectors in NECON, private consumption of
 

two (I and 9) are determined in KASM (Equations (105) and
 

(106)), and private consumption of three others (4, 12
 

and 14) are assumed zero for all time. Time series for the
 

remaining eleven are being compiled from urban household
 



Table 3 

Consumption Component:
 
Data Requirements
 

consumer goods transdortion
margin
 

[ I Equation 

.__,olic Name* e-* Numbers Unit Definition 
. EP(ll,ll,2) CP 14,123 elasticity own-and cross-price elasticities for farm and non

farm consumers 
. EX(ll, 2) CP 14,16 elasticity expenditure elasticities for farm and non-fam 

consumers 
3. PCDM(lI,2) IC 14,16,120, 

123 
current won/ 

person-year 
per capita non-food consumption expenditures for-farnm 
and non-farm consumers 

4. APCD(2) IC 14,16,120, 
123 

current won/ 
person-year 

aggregate per capita non-food consumption expenditures
for farm and non-farm consumers 

5. 

6. 

SN(2) 

TDMC(16) 

IC 

CP 

14,16

I6,5,1 proportion 

iincome constraint coefficient 

consumer goods trade margin 
1. TFC(16) CP 26,58,118 proportion I 

* Numbers in parentheses are vector or matrix dimensions. 
There are 16 sectors defined in the sector
model, 11 of which are nonagricultural sectors whose consumption is determined in this component.
 

SCP = constant parameter 
IC = initial condition 
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surveys13 and price surveys 14 , from which EP and EX will
 

be estimated and PCDM will be taken directly. Estimation
 

for farm households is difficult since farm household
 

15
 surveys , until just recently, have not collected
 

consumption data at a disaggregated-enough level to
 

permit reaggregation to NECON's sectors. For the time
 

being, therefore, we intend to use non-farm elasticities
 

for both consumer groups.
 
16
 

By definition, APCD = I PCDM; and SN will be 
i=2 
i~d9 

defined to be its nominal value, 1.0, in 1970. 

Trade and transportation margins for consumer goods 

are derived from BOK input-output data, as indicated in 

Table K4. 

Investment
 

The investment component requires data listed in
 

Table 4.
 

Time series are being collected from the Mining and
 

16
Manufacturing Surveys for estimation of PEI and CEI for
 

the mining and manufacturing sectors of NECON (sectors
 

3-11). IVPR will come directly from the time series.
 

Such detailed data does not exist for the forestry and
 

service sectors, and agriculture is not a problem (for
 

NECON, anyway) since agricultural private investment is
 

determined in KASM. Parameters for these sectors will
 



I Symbolic Name* 

1. IVIR(15) 

2. PEI(15) 

3. CEI(15) 

4. ESCON 

5. RCI 


6. Emc 

7. EYRC 

8. ICCR(16,16) 

9. T I(1) 

0. TPMGI(16) 

* Ni-abers in 

Equation 
Type** Numbers 

IC 28 

CP 28 

CP 28 

IC 29 


CP 29 


CP 29 


CP 29 


CP 31 

C? 36 

CP 36 

parentheses are vector 
model, private investment for one 

** 	 IC = initial condition 
CP = constant parameter 

Table 4 

Investment Component: 
Data Requirements 

Unit I 	 Definition 

constant won/yr lprivate net investment 

elasticity profitability elasticity of private investment 

elasticity capacity utilization elasticity of private
investment 

constant won/yr investment in residential construction
 

constant won/yr residential construction intercept
 

elasticity population elasticity of residential construction
 

elasticity income elasticity of residential construction
 

won investment/ 
won output 
change 

incremental capital-output ratios 

proportion investment goods trade margin 

proportion investment goods transportation margin 

or matrix dimensions. There are 16 sectors defined in the sector 
of which (agriculture) is determined in KASH. 



hav to be estimaded from surrogate 	data that do exist
 

(data seberes on contributions to GDP 	and investment do
 

exisi for the service sectors in the national income
 

accounts1 7) and/or from guesstimates. A case could also
 

be made for a different functional form than (28) for the
 

service sectors. For example, for these sectors capacity
 

output is probably not very closely 	tied to non-human
 

capital investments, and so utilization of that capacity
 

would have much less effect on investment (NECON does not
 

model human capital investment) than in the manufacturing
 

sectors.
 

Table K21 presents the time series used to estimate
 

the residential construction function (29) and the regression
 

results. The time series were obtained from the Economic
 

18
Statistics Yearbook 8 . Although (28) calls for an
 

,exponential average of real disposable income, a one-year
 

discrete lag of real disposable income was used in the
 

regression.
 

Three estimates of incremental capital-output ratios
 

(ICORs) by sector of origin and destination were derived
 

from 1) K. C. Han's study' 0 of capital coefficients based
 

on the 1968 National Wealth Survey, 2) distributing
 

B. N. Song's totals for sectors of destination1 9 according
 

to 	the distributions derived from 1), and 3) from an
 

8
aggregation of KI's 52-sector model
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From Han's study, incremental capital stocks in the
 

mining and manufacturing sectora in 1968 by asset type
 

(Table Kll) were distributed by sector of origin (Table K13)
 

using sector-of.-origin distributions of 1968 gross capital
 

stocks (Table K12). The ICORs for mining and manufacturing
 

sectors were then derived (Table K14) by dividing by
 

marginal actual output. (Han discounted his own ICOR
 

estimates based on capacity output as unreliable. The use
 

of actual output is alright if it can be assumed the
 

capacity utilization rate was fairly constant during 1968.)
 

For the forestry sector (Table K15), I assumed
 

assets "plants" came from forestry; "animals" from agri

culture; "buildings" and "structures" from construction;
 

"machineries,' "ships" and "other transport machineries"
 

from machinery; and "tools, instruments and fixtures"
 

from other heavy and other light manufacturing, with an
 

arbitrary split between th two.
 

For the agriculture, SOC and service sectors -

as for the forestry sector'-- lacking irformation in Han's 

study on incremental capital-output ratios, I had to use 

average gross capital-output ratios. Redistributing 

capital stocks by asset type (Table K16) to capital stocks 

by industry origin In a similar manner as for forestry 

(Table K17), average capital-output ratios were derived 

(Table K18). Notice that "ownership of dwellings" was 
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excluded from ICOR estimates for the other services sector
 

in order to be consistent with our special treatment of
 

residential construction -- see the discussion in the
 

previous sectiomn regarding Equations (30) and (34).
 

Tables K14, K15 and K18, then, are the first estimate
 

of the ICORs. The second estimate (Table K19) uses
 

B. N. Song's sector-of-destination totals with the sector

of-origin distribution of the first estimate. (Song's
 

data also included textiles as a sector of crigin,) The
 

difficulty of disaggregating and reaggregating his 16
 

sectors to correspond with NECON's 16 sectors precluded
 

us49g his 'sector-of-origin distributions as well. Never

theless, I felt it important to include at least his totals
 

to reflect his analysis beyond Han's initial study, including
 

updating the estimates in light of industrial developments
 

since 1968 and international comparisons.
 

J later had access to a report describing KDI's
 
8
 

52-sector model , from which Song derived his 16 sectors
 

and for which Song estimated the ICORs. Aggregation to
 

NECON's 16 sectors resulted in the third estimate (Table K20).
 

The "tota'" columns of the two tables (K19 and K20) are
 

similar, as they should be. The biggest discrepancy is
 

thj trade sector, due to difficulties of disaggregating
 

and reaggregating -- "trade" and "other services" were a
 

single sector in both Song's 16- and KDI's 52-sector models.
 



7. 

The sector-of-origin distributions, however, are
 

quite different between the two estimates, particularly
 

(for our purposes) for agriculture. Han's distribution
 

(Table K19) has capital goods from agriculture and
 

machinery evenly sharing about 75% of total agricultural
 

investment, with construction getting about 18% .of the
 

businevs. KBI'& estimates, on the other hand, give
 

construction about 60%, while machinery gets about 25%
 

and agriculture only about 12%.
 

It will be a simple matter to test the three estimates
 

in the model to see how much difference there is in the
 

results Actually, the second estimate, having the same
 

sector-of-origin distribution as the first, is superfluous
 

since it is only the proportional distribution rather than
 

the total (Equation (31)) which interests us. As for
 

agricultur, a future version of KASM treating agricultural
 

investment in more detail -- including land and water
 

development, mechanization and an improved livestock
 

component -- will provide time-varying ICORs endogenously
 

(see discussion in the previous section relating to
 

Equation (32)), thus doing away with the need for estimates
 

of agriculture's ICORs.
 

Finally, trade and transportation margins for invest

ment goods are derived from BOK input-output data (Table KS).
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Production
 

The production component requires data listed,in
 

Table 5.
 

Export trade and transportation margins are derived
 

from BOK input-output data (Table K6).
 

The input-output coefficients A are derived from
 

the 1970 interindustry transactions table TIT (Table Kl)
 

by
 

Aij = TITij/TIT 1,27
 

for row i and column j = 1.,'2, ... , 16. The first column 

Ail (inputs to agriculture) is an initial condition since
 

it is recomputed from KASM outputs (Equation (44)). The
 

input coefficients for other sectors are assumed constant
 

(except for changes in relative prices).
 

Labor
 

Data requirements of the labor component'are listed
 

in Table 6.
 

Initial estimates of unit labor requirements, wage
 

labor proportions and wage rates were derived from 1970
 

input-output data (Table K9). We are currently collecting
 

time series data for the mining and manufacturing sectors16
 

to verify the 1970 point, estimates and to get an idea of
 

the trend of productivity changes RL.
 



Table 5 

Production Component:
 
Data Requirets
 

won input/ interindustry input-output matrix
 

Symbolic Name* T Equation
Numers Unit Definition 

1. TrarX(16) CP 39,41,42 proportion export trade margin.
2. Fx(!6 ) CP 39,4J 42 proportion export transportation margins 
3. A(16, 16) col.l:IC 46 

rest :CP 
 _ I un output 
* N'-bers in arentheses are vector or matrix dimensions. There are .6 sectors defined 

in the sector z=odel. 

1* CP = constant parameter
IC = initial condition 



Table 6 

labor Component:
 
Data Requirements
 

SEquation
Symbolic N.e* T Numbers Unit Definition 

I. 	 L(15)I CP 49,52 persons/won 
 rate of change of unit labor requirements"
 

2. L(15) 	 IC 49 peison-years/won unit labor requirements
 

3. EM(15) CP 51 proportion wage labor proportion

14. 	 T?.(! _ IC 52 won/Rerson-year wage rate 

* NJibers n parentheses are vector dimensions. There are 16 sectors defined in the sector model,:
e-plo.ment data for one of which (agriculture) comes from KASM. 

* 	 CP constant parameter
 
IC = initial condition
 

Table 7 

Price Component:
 
Data Requiren ents 

Equation

Symbol"c Name* Tpe** Numbers Unit Definition
 

1. 	P(16) i IC 57 index 	 producer price index
 
2. 
 CP 57
TUEP(15) I 	 elasticity capacity utilization elasticity of price 

3. 	CEP(15 
 CP 57 elasticity variable cost elasticity cf pice 
Numbers in parentheses are veztor dimensicns. There are 16 sectors defined in the sector model,
prie data for one of which (agriculture) comes from KASM. 

4* 	 IC = initial condition 
CP = constant parameter 
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Price
 

Table 7 lists data needs of NECON's price component.
 

The initial conditions of the price indices are, of
 

course, Pi(1970) = 1. Time series data is currently being
 

collected for estimation of the elasticities for the mining
 

and manufacturing sectors16 Softer data may have to be
.
 

used for the social overhead capital and service sectors.
 

Accounting
 

Data requirements of the accounting component are
 

shown in Table 8.
 

Unit capital consumption allowances, net indirect tax
 

rates and import tariff rates are derived from the 1970
 

interindustry transactions table TIT (Table Kl) 
for sector
 

± * 1, 2, ... , 16, by 

CCAUi = TIT20 i/TIT23i
 

INTXRi aTIT21,i.TIT23 11
 

TXMRi - TIT 1 ,26/(TITi, 25+TITi, 26 )
 

where the results for CCAU are given in Table K10.
 

The above gives 1970 indirect and import tax rates.
 

These and the income tax rate may be changed by policy
 

assumption, either as constants or projecting changes over
 

time.
 



Table 8 

Accounting Component:
 
Data Requirements
 

DEuation
 
S--bolic Name* Type** Numbers Unit Definition
 

D1-.
2TXc(15) PPCP 62,66 proportLion net indirect tax rate
 

2. CCAU(1$) CP 63 proportion unit capital consumption allowance
 

3. PDEL CP 67 years profitability lag time
 

-. CDEL CP 68 years cost lag tirne
 

5. VPI(4) PPCP not shown proportion proportion of farm income from nonagricultural 
sources in 1970, 1975, 1980 and 1985 - or any
other specified points in time 

6. Ym PPCP 74,75,82 proportion income tax rate
 

7. =C.(15) PFCP 80,81 proportion import tariff rate 

8. RGDPP(10) IC 84 won/person-yi- real gross domestic product per capita, 1960-1969 

9. YDEL CP 85,86 years income lag time
 

10. YFDL2) IC 88 won/year farm disposable income in 1968 and 1969

i.-YNFDL(2 1 IC 88 won/year non-farm disosable income in 1968 and 1969 

(Continued)
 



abl 8 (can't) 

Symbolic Name* _ e 

Equation 

Numbers Unit Definitiom 

.. 

12. CAPsTK(15) 

3. GDEUl15) 

IC 

CP 

99 

not hown 

won capital stock 

years 	 investment gestation delay
 

l PPUL(15) IC 
 67 	 won profits/ unit profits in 1969
 
won output
 

5. COSTL(15) IC 68 won costs/ unit variable costs in 1969.
 
...... __won 
 output
 

* Numbers in 	parentheses are vector dimensions. 
 There are 16 sectors defined in the sector model, some

of the data for one of which (agriculture) comes from KASK.
 

SPPCP = constant policy parameter
 
CP = constant parameter
 
IC = initial condition
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The proportion of farm income deriving from non

agricultural sources may be projected by policy assumption
 

(as a target, not a policy instrument) or as a constant
 

or trend reflected in the farm household surveys15
 

Lag times will come more from guesstimates or model
 

tuning than from hard data, with the possible exception of
 

gestation delays.
 

Initial conditions of real per capita gross domestic
 

product are available in national income accounts17
 , while
 

those for unit profits and variable costs may be obtained
 

from the mining and manufacturing surveys and input-output
 

data. Farm and non-farm disposable income will come from
 

time series being collected for estimating demand elasticities.
 

Initial capital stocks are available for 1968 from Han's
 
1 0
 

data
 

KASM-NECON Interface
 

Data requirements for the interface component may
 

be found in Table 9.
 

Unprocessed agricultural exports are available from
 

20
detailed export statistics Public consumption of
 

unprocessed agrcultural commodities will be assumed to be
 

equal to the aggregatc proportion for non-farm consumers,
 

where the latter is derived for each commodity from urban
 

15
household surveys 13 (Table K7). Farm household surveys

have not been as detailed in their commodity breakdowns,
 

as have the urhan surveys, until 1973. When that data is
 



Table 9 

KAS -EC Interface: 
Data Requirements. 

Equation
 
Symbolic Namp,* Tp Numbers Unit 
 Definition 

1. 	 PAXU CP 102 proportion proportion of aricultural exports unprocessed 

2. 	 PACDEJ CP 103 proportion proportion of 	public food consumption unprocessed 
3. 	 PFU(2,19) C? 105,106 prcportion proportion of food consumed unprocessed by farm 

and non-farm populations 

TEAI(16)T. 	 CP 1 proporticn agricultural inputs trade margins 

5. 	 TRM-A!T(16) CP 11 proportion agricultural inputs transportation margins 

6. 	 Ak'-nC(2) Ic 121 index aggregate non-food consumers: price index for fI and non-farm consumers 

* 	 Ntbers in parentheses are vector and matrix dimensions. There are 16 sectors defined in the sector 
=odel and 19 agricultural cc- odities defined in KASM. 

* 	 CP = ccnstant parameter
IC = initial condition 



--

vailable, they will be used to estimate farm unprocessed
 

food consumption (Table K8 
-- not yet available). Until
 

then, non-farm proportions will be used.
 

Trade and transportation'margins for agricultural
 

inputs (Table K22) were derived from the 1970 input-output
 

data; and, of course, the initial price indices must be 1.
 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
 

We have looked at the broad outlines of a national
 

economy sector model (NECON) designed to link Korean
 

agriculture and nonagriculture for agricultural sector
 

analysis. Specifically, it will operate as 
a component of 

the Korean agricultural sector model (KASM). Seven model 

components project exports, public demand, investment, 

consumption, output, employment and prices for 16 economic 

sectors. One of the sectors, agriculture, is treated in
 

greater detail in KASM, and aggregate results are fed into
 

NECON where interactions with nonagricultural sectors 


particularly food processing, agricultural inputs, non-farm
 

food demand and nonagricultural labor requirements -. are
 

considered.
 

We have also examined in depth how NECON operates -

how the seven components are linked; the equations, under

lying assumptions, strengths and weaknesses of each
 

Qovponent; and the specific links with KASM variablep.
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In addition, I have indicated areas where NECON can benefit
 

from results of research outside the scope of the KASS
 

preject but within the purview of other research institutions
 

in Korea, particularly projections of world prices and
 

export demands for the 15 nonagricultural sectors;
 

projections, reflected in the input-output coefficients, of
 

changing technological interrelationships among the non

agricultural sectors; and, of course, improvement in the
 

model's data base.
 

Which brings us to the final area covered: NECON's
 

data requirements. These were presented in eight tables
 

categorizing data needs into initial conditions, constant
 

parameters and policy parameters. I discussed in detail
 

the data sources used and being used, and included 22 tables
 

of data collected to date (Appendix).
 

It remains to computerize the model, test it
 

independently, link it with KASM, and test the overall
 

linked model. Included in this is completion of the data
 

collection effort, i.e., estimation of the consumption,
 

investment and price functions.
 

When operational, the agricultural sector model linked
 

to the national economy model will be a valuable tool in
 

the hanCs of Korean agricultural researchers, planners and
 

decinion makers in the National Agricultural Economics
 

Research Institute, in the Ministry of Agriculture and
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Fishery and in the Economic Planning Board. Not only will
 

it provide a laboratory for experimenting with alternative
 

agricultural policies and programs at the sector level,
 

but it will a~so help avoid some of the pitfalls of planning
 

for agriculture in isolation from important interactions
 

with the rest of the economy -- important considerations in
 

national planning efforts.
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Table, K4o
 

Consumer Goods Trade and :Transportation Margins (1970)
 

" 	 3 4 5 6 

Sector Consumer Trade Transp. Unit Unit
 
Goods Demand M Mari Trade Transp.
 

m WI m W/yr m /yr Margin TMGin 
CD(1970) TDMO TP'.. 

1. 	 AF 643,149.2 71,358.4 9,908.8 .1111 .0154 
2. FOR 12,507.9 294.6 81.4 .0236 .0065
 
3. KIN 2,569.8 215.6 224.2 .0839 .0872
 
4. CHF 97.2 11.8 7.2 .1214 .0741
 
5. OOH 45,625.8 14,992.0 603.2 .3286 .0132.
 
6. MA 18,138.4 4,193.8 80.5 .2312 .0014
 
7. FU 33,743.5 7,142.4 2,415.0 .2117 .0716
 
8. OHM 17,083.4 5,792.4 88D.9 .3391 .0516
 
9. FP 311,273.6 77,109.4 4,734.3 .24'/7 .0152
 
10. TX 135,318.5 41,958.9 675.5 .3101 .0050
 
11. OM 50,423.8 12,699.8 878.7 .2519 .0174
 

- 0
12. TRD 235,817.9 
- 0 0
13. TS 133,423.7 

0 0
14. CON 8,737.0 0 	 0 

15. UT 27,470.6 0 	 0 0 0 
16. 	08 604,642.9 48.8 . .7 .0001 .0000
 

Total ,280,O23.2 235,817.9 20.494.4 .1034 -....0020
 

Source: Columns 2-4: derived from Bank of Korea, "1970 Input Output Tables"
 
Column 2 -- Table I-i (col. 57 + col. 58)
 
Column - Table V-2 (col. 57 + col. 58)
 
Column 4*-- Table V-I (col. 57 + col. 58)
 

Column 5-*: Column 3/Column 2
 
Column 6": Column 4/Column 2 

SExccept rows 12 and 13. 



Table K5
 

Investment Goods Trade and Transportation Margins ,(170)
 

J.23,4 5 6 
S6ct'r 
, 

,Investment 
Goods Demand 

Trade 
.a i 

Transp. Unit 
Trade 

Unit 
Transp. 

mW7~ yr m Margin ri 
ID(1970) TDNUI TPMGI 

1. AG 2,367.1 14.8 8.2 .0063 .0035 
2. FOR 17,863.7 43.9 21.8 .0025 .0012 
3. MIN 0 0 0 0 0 
4. OHF 0 0 0 0 0 
5. OCH 0 0 0 0 0 
6.MA 
7. FU 

207,739.0 
0 

24,3.6
0 

604.3 
0 

.1162 
0 

.0029 
0 

8o OHM 
9. FP 

2,509.3 
0 

647.1 
*0 

.275.3 
0 

.89 
29 

109 

10. TX 660.7 145.7 2.1 .2205 .0032 
11. 01M 2,723.3 565.0 35.1 .2075 .0129 
12. TRD 25,560.1 - - 0 0 
13. TS 946.8 - - 0 0 
14. CON 427,735.0 01 0 0 
15. UT 0 0 0 0 0 
16. OS

Total 
0

1 688,105.0 2 
0 

6 
0 

946.8 
0 

.0371 
0 

.0014 

Source: Columns 2-4: derived from Bank of Korea, "1970 Input Output Tables" 
Column 2 -- Table I-i (col. 59 + col. 60) 
Column 3*-- Table V-2 (col. 59 + col. 60) 
Column 4*-- Table V-1 (col. 59 + col. 60) 

Column 5*: Column 3/Column 2 
Column 6*: Column 4/Column 2
 

* Ebcept rows 12 and 13. 



Table X6
 

tport ldde And Tfa&iowdAtUih *en,: (*9o
 

1 2 3 4 
9) ~ f'rade TrAnsp, Uiit, ki 

______ _ 
XD(197o) m Wl 

_ TU4X TPMX...... 

1,.A" 
2. FOR 

.24,684.7 
-77.5 

1,028.6
20.2 

224.0 .. 2 0417 .0091.26060026 

3RiN 
4. OHF 
$, OCH 
6, 4A 
7, FU 
8. OHM 
9, FP 

12,149.6 
1,730.9 
3,616.2 
16,932.1 
8,632,8 

48,728.4 
16,839,5 

231.3 
64.8 

256.9 
970.2 
325.3 

1,147.0 
1,4039 

1,108.4 
171.1 
54.9 
55.4 
71.4 

2,214.1 
227,3 

.0190 

.0374 

.0710 

.0573 

.0377 
0235 
X034 

X0912 
,0989 
0152 
.0033 
,0083 
,0454 
i03b 

10. TX 
U.1, OX 
12, IRD 
13, TS 
14. CON 
15. UT 
6... OS __Toa!,. 

99,940.4 
37,490.6 
19,02.4 
41,049.7 
7,702.7 
4.,027.2 

32.99.276.004.6 

5,499.1 373."5 
1,193.9 22i.6 

-

- -
0 0 
0 0 

333. 333.1i15.67/*,3 15.055.0 

i0550 
X0318 
0 
0 
0 
0 

i1072.0.,I7. 1 

0037 
i0059 
0 
0 
0 
0

.,0101.013....... 

Source: Columns 2-4: derived from Bank of Korea, "1970 Input Output Tables" 
Column 2 -- Table I-i (col. 62)
Column 3*-- Table V-2 (col. 62)
Column 4*--Table V-I (col. 62)

Column 5*: Column 3/Colimn 2 
Column 6*: Column 4/Column 2 

Ebept IowoW 12 and 13. 



1 

Cmmoditv 


1. Rice 

2. Barley 

3. Wheat 

4. Other grains 
5. Fruits 

6. Pulses 

7. Vegetables 

8. Potatoes 

9. Tobacco 


10. Forage 

11. Silk 

12. Industrial 

crops 
13.: Beef 
14. Milk 
15. Pork 
16.: Chicken 
17. Eggs 
18 Fish 
19. AR. residual 


'otal 

Table K7 

Non-Fanm. Consumption of Unprocessed
 
Food Commodities, 1972
 

2 3 4
 
Total Unprocessed Proportion
 
nsumption Consumption Unprocessed
 

____ouse_oldmo _/household-mo 

6863 

660 

635 


45 

621 

265 


1290 

146 

-

657 

145 

340 

177 

336 


1330 

1792 


'____u2) 

6767 0.986
 
608 0.921
 
18 0.028
 
45 1.000 

576 0.927 
77 0.290
 

1242 .962
 
135 .924
 

- 0
 
0 
0 

- 0 

0 0 
33 .227
 
0 0
 
0 0
 

336 1.600 
934 .702
 
760 -424
 

15,302 . 11.531 .754
 

Source: Columns 2 and 3: Bureau of .Statistics, Economic Planning
 
Board, "Annual Report on the Family Income and Expenditure
 
Survey 1972," Table 11'.
 

Column 4: Column 3/Column 2
 





Table' K9 

Einployment and Wages (1970)
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 8" 
Sector output Wages 

billion/yr 4 billon/yr 
nplo ment 

Total Wage 
hi 
Labor 

Wage 
Rate 

Unit Labor 
Requirement 

persons Persons Propor- Ier- Person-yr/y 

OUT(1970) W(1970) DL(.970) DWL(1970) 
tion 
PWL 

son-yr 
WR(1970) L(1970) 

1. AG 866.9892 72.4325 4,520,600 524,000 0.116 138,200 .00000521 
2. FOR 
3. NIN 

65.4191 
61.4806 

15.2391 
26.3302 

283,400 
109,000 

102,300 
106,350 

0.361 
0.976 

149,000 
247,600 

.00000433 

.000001.77 
4.iCHF 
5. OCH 

32.4356 
138.5295 

3.2113 
17.0975 

5,800 
7C,550 

5,800 
69,300 

1.000 
0.982 

553,700 
246,700 

.00000179 

.0000005. 
6. MA 
7..FU 

180.4238 
128.7871 

24.4792 
5.7817 

112,9C0 
17,600 

109,500 
16,800 

0.970 
0.955 

223,600 
344,100 

.00000063 

.00000014 
8. OHM 
9. FP 

365.4228 
452.5968 

42.3340 
40.2640 

230,800 
235,200 

214,800 
211,250 

0.931 
0.898 

197,100 
190,600 

.00000063 

.00000052 
10. TX 
11. OLM 
2. TRD 
13. TS 
14. CON 
15. UT 
16. Os 
Total 

378.1434 
119.1807 
492.5398 
271.6422 
475.1972 
95.6556 

902.4236 
5026.8670 

52.2904 
22.9261 
73.7908 
67.9269 
117.0654 
20.9464 

348.4897 
950.6052 

371,600 
144,000 

1,151,700 
308,750 
355,000 
52,900 

1,242,700 
9,212,50O 

354,100 
134,600 
238;500 
272,550 
339,000 
52,900 

877,000 
3,6281750 

0.953 
0.935 
0.207 
0.883 
0.955 
1.000 
0.706 
.394 

147,700 .0000009 
170,300 .00000321 
309,400 .00000234 
249,200 .00000.114 
345,300 .00000075 
396,000 .00000055 
397,300 .0000o132 
262,000 1 .×)000.8'3 

Source: 
Columns 2-3: Table Kl.
 
Columns 4-5: derived from Bank of Koreap"Employment Requirement Coefficients
 

for 1970," Table 1.
 
Column 6: Column 5/Column 4
 
Column 7: Column 3/Column 5
 
Column 8: Column 4/Column 2
 



rible K1O
 
CapitaJ. Consumption Allowance (1970)
 

2 3' 4 
Sector output Capita Conum. UnitCapital 

" billion/yr 4billion/yr Consumption 
_ _ _ _ OUT(1970) CCA(197O) CCAU 

L. AG 	 866.9892 10,2877 .0119
 
2. FOR 	 65.4191 0.3679 .0056 
3. MN 61.4806 5.1952 .0845
 
4.-CHF 32.4356 3.8027 .1172
 
5. OCH 138.5292 6.4503 0466 
6. MA 	 180.4238 4.'2767 .0237 
7. FU 	 128.7871 4.4705 .0347
 
8. OHM 365.4228 11.0251 .0302
 
9. FP 	 452.5968 4.9900 .0110 

10. TX .378.1434 6.0599 .0160
 
i1.O. 119.1807 1.5688 .0132
 
12. 	 TRD 492.5398 16.1410 .0328 
13. 	 TS 271.6422 32.9536 .1213 
14. 	CON 475.1972 4.9765 .0105 
15. 	D.J' 95.6556 9.8547 .1030 
16. 	 OS 902.4236 19.0640 .0211 

Total 5026.8670 141.4846 1 .0281 

Source:
 
Columns 2-3: Table Ki 
Column 4 : Column 3/Column 2 



Table K3. 

Incremental Capital Stocks by Industry and Asset Type (1968): 
Mining and Manufacturing 

[STe6 Buildings Structures Machinery Ships i Otherfransp.
Equipment 

Tools,
Instruments,
Fixtures 

.-
Total 

Mrginal
ActualOutput 

3. MIN 
4. CHF 
5. OCH 
6. MA 
7. FJ 
8. OHM 
9. FP 
10. TX 
.1. OIM 

72,298 161,668. 
208,354 47,818 

1,090,916 138,713 
817,585 141,945 
88,251 50,894 

1,793,664 675,363 
2,750,001 224,618 
2,301,949 167,220 

521,2041 38,921 

121,227 
210,574 

1,059,671 
1,717,994 
182,370 

4,816,135 
1,422,494 
3,621,314 

686,930 

31,884 
-
-

15,900 
10,716 
4,719 
1,609 
-
-

52,102 
13,542 
208,842 
256,274 
117,454 
605,467 
266,782 
184,717 
158,610 

12,208 
23,608 
193,400 
306,578 
6,494 

448,062 
167,566 
136,957 

1 112,842 

451,387 
503,896 

2,691,542 
3,256,276 
456,179 

8,343,410 
4,833,070 
6,412,157 
1,518,507 

907,399 
520,870 

5,818,153 
10,471,981 
1,212,858 

16,726,070 
22,715,341 
13,394,595 
4836,716 

Source: 
Units: 

K.C. Han, Estimates 
Thousand Won 

of Korean Capital and Inventory Coefficients in 1968, 1970, Appendix G. 



Tabla K12
 

,
( opital Stocks by Industry of origin and DeStination (968):
Mining and Manufacturing 

" 8 " 
 14MA OHM OIM 
 CON Total
 

3. IN 2,139,234 103,298 3,443 1,694,882 3,940,8574. CH 
 6,410,125 258,175 9,497 4,.744,521 14,719,536309,091 2,272,963 8,950,760
948,8465. OCH 8,717,078 

6. mA 10,494,820 1,272,426 131,345 8,817,620 20,716,211
7. FU 902,151 42,191 963 493,394 1,438,699 
8. OHM 61,635,215 3,446,493 255,053 24,009,649 89,346,410
9. FP 15,265,153 1,363,012 47,313 29,727,207 46,406,68510. TX 37,917,726 814,613 158,828 656 Ii.qO _ .264 

6 189, 99 1 , 57 5 , 17 4 11 2538a 16,635,341. 0 55,526,50
1. O M 1 

Source: K.C. Han, Estimates of Korean Capital and Inventory Coefficients in
1968 1970, Appendix F. 

Units: Thousand Won 



Table K13
 
Incremental 
Capital Stocks by Industry of Orig and Destination (1968): 

Mining and Manufacturing 

8H1 0. 2OHMMAMA O11COMagiN CON Total Actual Output
3. MIN 205,213 11,814 394 233,966 451,387 907,3994. CHF 224,116 22,770 838 256,172 503,896 520,8705. OCH 1,268,513 ]45, 862 47,538 1,229,629 2,691,542 5,818,1536. MA 1,990,168 277,882 28,6967. FU 310,540 6,349 

959,530 3,256,276 10,471,981 . 145 139,145 456,179 1,212,858S. OF 5,426,321 417,146 30,916 2,469,027 8,343,4109. FP 1,690,885 16,726,070161,936 5,630 2,974,619 4,833,070 22,715,341
10. TX 3,806,031 131,606 22,351 2,469,169 6,412,157 
 13,394,595
11. 0114 8.50 10, l.2 560,125 1,518,507 4 6716
 

Source: Tables Kl 
and K12. 
Unit: thousand won 



Table K24
 

Incremental Capital-Output Ratios (1968):
 
Mining and Manufacturing'. 

8 11 14 
1kOHK QIM CONToa 

3. M .2262 .0130 .0004 .2578 .4975 
. CHF .4303 .0437 .0016 .4918 .9674 

5. OCH .2180 .0251 .0082 .2113 .4626 
6. MA .1900 .0265 .0027 .0916 .3110 
7. FU .2560 .0052 .0001 .1147 .3761 
8. OHM .3244 .0249 .0018 .31476 .4988 
9. FP .0744 .0071 .0002 J .1310 .2128 
10. TX .2841 .0086 .0017 .1843 j .4787 
1. oI2 1 .1748 .0218 .0016 .3.158 1.310 

Source.: Table K13. 

7 



Table K15
 

Fore'stx 
 Gr'oss ,Average Capital Coefficient'
 
by Aset. Type and by Industry'.of Origin
 

.ABset.Type
 

1. Building 
2. Structures .44434 

.06207
3. Machineries 
 .01400
 
4. Ships 01400

5. Other Transport Machineries .03074 
6. ToolInstruments and Fixtures .05085 
7. Plants 
 .0594 
8. Animals .0659
 

Total
 .66839
 

Industry of Origin 

1. Agriculture
 
2. Forestry 
 .00045
 
6. Machinery 
 .06594

8., Other Heavy Manufacturing .0507

11. Other Light Manufacturing .05000

14. Construction 
 .00645
 

Total .O4
 
.66839
 

Source: Asset Type -- K.C. Han, Estimates of Korean Capital and Inventory
Coefficients in 1968, 1970, Table 4.1; except plants and animals,
from Table 3.7.
 

http:Industry'.of


Tabke 16 
Gross Capital Stocks by Tndustry and Asset Type (1968): 

Agriculture, SOC and Services 

Buildings Structures Machinery Ships 
Other Tools, PlantsTransp. Instruments, andEquien Fxures Total. ActualAnimals
 

1. AG 53,944.9 1,632.2 8,925.6 l,157.4
12. TRD 125,960.5 4,505.9 17,465.8 113,076.0 300,707.8
2,382.1 587,291.7
20,039.6 2,149.9 169,060.4
13. TS 18,482.4 501,856.4. 16,729.5 6,134.1 12,394.2 -
298,147-9 

:14. CON 32,008.1 109,138.7 4,636.5 22,477.8 2,425.2 19,631.5 2,070.0 682,851.6 1.44,157.0
15. UT 4,664.5 1,767.523,471.3 87,435.2 79,047.9 - 53,036.5 256,71.7116. OS* 474 01- 5.0 1,374.5 2,208.0 _
7 68 48.1 193,541.9 61,027.9. 8.32.7._1-_ _ 64, .295,60.0
 
Source: 
 K.C. Han, Fatimates of Korean Capital and Inventory Coefficients in 968 1970, Tables 3.2 and 3.5.Unit: Million Won 
* Except "ownership of dwellings.i,
 



Table K1?
 

Gross Capital Stocks by Industry of Origin and Destination (1968):
 
Agriculture, SOC and Services
 

Z oes 6 8 11 14 Actual 
12 AG MA OHM . 4 CON Total Output 

1. AG 113,076.0 11L4,588.9 15,719.2 1,746.6 55,577.1 300,707.8 587,291.7

12. TRD - 28,323.6 11,154.8 1,239.4 128,342.6 169,060.4 298,147.9

13. TS - 157,876.3 4,172.8 463.7 520,338.8 682,851.6 144,157.0

14. CON - 26,366.0 1,590.7 176.8 24,903.0 53,036.5 256,714.7

15. UT - 80,427.4 1,987.2 220.8 110,906.5 193,541.9 61,027.9

16. OS* - 43.,806.2 52,915.9 15,879.6 538,859.8 641,461.5 295.640.0 

Source: Table K16
 
Unit: Million Won
 

* Except "ownership of dwellings." 



Table K18 

Average Capital-Output Ratios (1968):
 

Agriculture, SOC and Services
 

68
AG 
 MA OHM 1 Oim CON Total, 

1. AG .1925 .1951 .0268 .0030 .0946 .5120
 
22. TRD - .0950 .0374 .0042 .4305 .5671

13. TS - 1.0952 .0289 .0032 3.6095 4.7368
 
14. CON - .1027 .0062 .0007 .9070 .2066
 
15. UT - 1.3179 .0326 .0036 1.8173 3.1714
 
16. Os* - .1482 .1790 .0199 1.8227 2.1698 

Source: Table K17
 
* Except "onwership of dwellings." 



Table K19 

rncremental Capital-Output Ratios - Estimate 2 

t1 :e-s 2 6 8 10 111 14

AG FOR MA I OHR TX I OLH CON 
 Total 

1. AG 3442 .3489 .0479 .0030 .0023 .1692 .9155 
2. FOR j.0008 .1-179 .0800 089 -0015 .9055 1-1951 
3. MIN .6610 .0380 .0012 .7533 1.4535 
4. CHF .4837 .0491 .0018 .5529 1.08755. OCH .2451 .0282 .0092 .2375 .5200 

•6.mA .0390 .0035 .1349 .4577
.2798 .0001 

7.FU .4392 .0089 .0002 .1968 .6451 
8. OHM .4350 .0334 .0024 .1980 .6688
9. FP .1102 .0105 .0003 .1941 .3151
 
10. TX j .3327 .0101 .0020 .2158 .5606 
11. OIM .2449 .0306 .0022 .1622 .4399
 
12. TRD .0654 .0257 .0029 .2964 .3904

13. TS 1.0890 .0288 .0001 .0031 3.5890 4.7100
 
14. CON .0985 1 .0060 ! .0006 .0931 .198215. UT 

. 

2.2374 .0553 .0061 3.0852 5.384016. Os* _ _.0999 .1207 1 .0002 .0132 1 1.2290 1.4630 

• Except "ownership of dwellings." 
Sources: "Total" column - B.N. Song, "Observations on Korean Capital Coefficients with International 

2omparisons," Working Paper 7405, Korean Development Institute, 1974, Tables 4 and 5. 

Other columns -- ratioed from Tables K14, K15, and K18.
 



Table K20
 

Incremental Capital-Output Ratios -. Estimate 3
 

a~~1A "2 *8 10 ij 1
 
AG ___ ME _ MA OHM TX J OIM I CON Total Weight 

1. AG .113800 .235171 .000597 .005672 1 .573458 .928698 622,886.7
2. FOR .000264 .038980 .308074 .000782 
 .751230 1.099330 810,389.9
3. MIN .690714 .031051 
 .001632 .729105 1.452502 44,726.9
4. CHF .579640 .022673 .000829 
 .559522 1.162664 12,276.0
5. OCH .295467 .026027 
 .010496 .226763 .558753 69,139.6

6. MA .258840 .032679 .000106 .003337 
 .162745 .457707 131,810.4

7. FU 
 .413376 .011461 .000224 .219997 
 .645058 69,224.6
8. OHM .442668 .021723 
 .002474 .238864 .705729 210,763.1

9. FP .150482 .008680 .000544 .125968 .285674 
 273,714.9
10. TX 
 .297733 .008184 .000997 .253644 
 .560558 237,994.3


11. OLM .220906 .044630 .002921 .141740 .410197 68,114.012.. TRD .202724 .003186 .056456 .776853 1.039219 375,871.4
13. TS 2.248674 .008536 
 .143985 2.603509 5.004704 144,187.014. CON .178580 .004533 .000023 .044834 .096699 .324669 156,714-.7_15. UT 1.583858 .010557 .000245 .525555 2.348955 4.469170 61,027.9
16. Os* _ __ .298124. .004685 .000158 .08302- 1.142431 1.528422 552.752.I
 

* Except "ownership of dwellings." 

Sources: Derived from M.J. Kim, et al., "A 52-Sector Interindustry Projection Model for Korea,"
 
Korea Development Institute, July 1973, Table A. 2-1.
 



Table 'K21 

Estimation of Residential Construction 

Equation:
 

RESOON(t) = R0I (TPOP(t) + TPOP2 (t))EC (R TDL(t)) E MC 

Data") 

RESCON(t) 

t bil. 


1957 13.04 

"1958 12.39 
1959 15.84 
1960 23.28 
1961 18.45 
1962 18.05 
1963 21.00 
1964 23.83 
1965 26.54 
1966 35.57 
1967 42.06 
1968 66.97 
1969 *71.46 
1970 87,93 
1971 96.07 
1972 89.46 
1973 119.74 

TPOP1 + TPOP2(t)
thous.
 

22,6,77 
23,331 

24,003 

24,695 

25,498 

26,231 

26,987 

27,678 
28,327 

28,962 

29,541 
30,171 
30,738 

31,298 
31,847 

32.,416 

32,905 


RTYD(t-l)
 

791.78
 
888.85
 
922.99
 
940.56
 
929.20
 
961.41
 
982.50
 

1,063.23 
1,150.79
 
1,204.47
 
,350.17 

i, /,'2.15 
ip 4.98
 
1,848.25 
1,972.27 
2,161.41 
2,360.13 

Source: Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics Yearbook 1974.
 

Regression Results: 

,,InRCI I-.ERC_ EYRC R 

Value 
t-statistic 

-27.4150 
-3.69 

1.9566 
2.10 

1.5348 
.4-79 

.9638 

http:2,360.13
http:2,161.41
http:1,972.27
http:1,848.25
http:1,150.79
http:1,063.23


-, 


l; AG 


2. FOR 

3. JIN 

4. CHF 

5.OCH 

6. MA 

7. PF 

8. OHM 

9. FP 


10. TX 

11. 01M 

12. TRD 


13. TS 

14. CON 

15. UT 

16. Os 


Total 


Source: 


Table K22' 

igrlcultural Inputs 'Tace ana 

12 3 
In. s M 

Martoin 

70,072.3 1,867.2 


29,427.2 53.1 

294.4 11.8 


29,355.2 3,683.9 

8,548.1 1,909.5 

2,844.9 222.9 

5,993.7 1,879.4 

5,058.3 1,172.9 


42,890.4 2,659.8 

5,830.4 412.9 

1,893.5 202.6 

14,271.8 	 

5,720.1 
691.6 0 

437.0 0 


23, 64.1 195.8 
1246.791.01 14,271.8 1 

-napra 

4 
Tra.ns. 
Marne 

5 
Unit 
Trade 

Unit 
Transp. 

mlr Margin Margin 
TDMGAI TPMGAI 

1,065.4 .0266 .0152 

26.8 .0018 .0009 
55.8 .0401 .1895 

2,247.5 
321.7 

.1255 

.2234 
.0766 
.0376 

12.0 .0784 .0042 

295.4 .3136 .0493 
345.8 .2319 .0684 
983.1 .0620 .0229 
19.8 .0708 .0034 
46.9 .1070 .0248 
- 0 0 

- 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
18.7 .oo83 .0008 

.38.9 -. 078 .0220 

derived from Bank of Korea, "1970 Input-Output Tables"
Columns 2-4: 

Column 2 -- Table I-1 (cols. 1-4, 6)
 
Column 3*-- Table V-2 (cols. 1-4, 6
 
Column 4.*-- Table V-1 (cola. 1-4, 6
 

Column 5*: Column 3/Column 2
 
Column 6*: Column 4/Column 2
 

* ,.Ecept rows 12 and 13 

http:1246.791.01

